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That Is Outlook as Official Latter Is Greatest Enemy of Stenographers, Union Offi- That Seems to Be the Main United JStates Army Prepar Several Sharp Engagements Waldron, Formerly of New
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Occupation of Congress
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men at Capitol
Its End
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Without Protection Wool Grow More Than a Hundred Structures Democrats Want Pork Barrel, The Department of Justice Will The Casualties Among American He Wanted Some Fresh Air and
Wrecked by Dynamite It
Freedom from ConfinNot Make Known His
Scouts Thus Far Have
ers Must Go Out of
Despite of (Leader Underwood's Protest.
Is Claimed.
Been Few.
Business.
Whereabouts.
ing Walls-

Items Gleaned in Various Offices at the Capitol by Busy
Reporter.
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Mexican)
(By Special Leased Wire14.to New
The 4Sth an
Omaha. Neb. Dec.
nual convention of the National Wool
Growers' Association opened here to
day.
The feature of the opening aessiou
was the annual address of the presi
dent, farmer Governor F. R- - Gooding,
the
of Idaho. He reviewed briefly
work of the association in bringing
to the attention of the Interstate Commerce Commission the question of
freight rates on wool, charged by
western railroads. The evidence In
the case is now In the hands of the
commission and the matter will be ar
gued on January 8.
Railroads Are Robbers.
"Extortion and robbery are mild
torma " h declared: "for the rates
chareed west of Omaha. For the haul
from Omaha to Boston," he saici, tne
charge is 35 c per hundred pounds,
while for practically the same distance
wfest of Omaha, the railroads charge
.
77
wr hundred, five times as
the European hockich.
Indeed,
-- fa1"
unofficially.
can lay his product down in
aster
Rank.
Siulnni
.
-lIVIV
two to four cents per pound
A postal savings bank will be es- Boston
on a scoured basis than the
cheaner
tablished on January 3 at Taos and
American range sheep grower."
on January 4 at Santa Rosa.

The canvass of all but sevea precincts of San Miguel county was completed yesterday by the commission.
These were rapidly disposed of this
wa3
forenoon and Santa Fe county
taken up and completed this afternoon, when Sierra county was next on
the program and likely to be finished
by tonight, leaving for canvass only
Socorro which may take all day tomorrow, and Taos, Torrance and
Union, another day's job, for Saturday, and Valencia county for Monday. By Wednesday evening of next
weekj! the final report to the president
of the commission should be reaay ana
It should be in President Taft's hands
by Saturday, December 23, so that he
will be in position to issue the proclamation as a Christmas gift for New
Mexico and Governor William C. Mc
Donald and all of the other officers
can take their oath of office on New
Year..4- - No great discrepancies were
r.,nd todav and the final result will
fcJI

MOST

;
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2

-
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) 'By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
Ind., Dec. 14. The'
Indianapolis,
SENATE.
federal grand jury which for more
X
Jn session at 2 p. m.
than a month is to probe into alleged
Si
election
Lorimer
Inquiry
were
conspiracy whereby explosives
5
nearing an end.
carried into many states to blow up
Louis D. Branded of Boston,
bridges and other structures erected
men
discussing trust regulation be- by firms employing
s
fore
Interstate Commerce Com- todeliberations
its
formally began
mission
committee, urged the $S
day.
Si
Competitive system.;
Quantities of correspondence taken
Final hearings before Em-- Si
from- the office formerly occupied by
ployers Liability Commission Si
John J. McNamara, the convicted
begun, with railroad counsel S
secretary-treasure- r
of the Internaurging the inclusion of all in- - S
of Bridge and
tional Association
Si
tergtate business in the act.
Structural Iron Workers, were in posof
ap- - Si
post
Opponents
parcels
Charles
of
session
District Attorney
Si . peared
before poBtoffice com- - S
W. Miller, and former clerks and
Si mittee.
S
stenographers of McNamara were
Si
HOUSE. :
room.
to
the
into
Jury
go
grand
ready
Si
Met at noon.
non-unio- n

,

.

Stenographers at Witnesses.
These included Miss Nora Haley,
of Chicago and Miss Mary Dye, of
Pittsburg, who until three years ago,
worked as confidential secretary to
McNamara.
William Holtz, captain of detectives of Indianapolis, and Martin
chief of police, also were to be
Hy-lan-

witnesses.

H. S. Hockin, acting secretary of
Tariff Tinkering.
Iron Workers' Association, who
the
The speaker gave a great part ot was closeted with District
Attorney
his address to the proposed revision Workers before the
grand Jury met
of "schedule K" of the tariff law. The
professed not to know the whereduty, he said, should be laid upon the abouts of Frank M. Ryan, president
scoured product instead of upon of
the Iron Workers, but Mr. Miller
grease wool.
that Ryan was available to
Mr. Gooding referred to the ex intimated
Hockin would not
the government.
the
under
flockmastera
of
perience
room that any
of
outside
the
say
jury
show
provisions of the Wilson bill to
by McNamara had
that the industry cannot exist in this of the papers left to
the government
country without protection. The high been turned over
er wages and other expenses paid by "voluntarily."
Detectives on the Job.
the American wool grower, he declar
Detectives of the National 'Ereced made it impossible for him to com
pete wjth those of foreign countries. tors' Association, who have been co'. Bryan Enemy of Flockmasters.
operating with the district attorney,
"Strange to say," continued ' Mr. and Walter Drew, counsel for the
Gooding,-.;- ' we find the greatest enemy erectors, who furnished a list of 100
to the flockmasters In the person of explosions with a view of showing
William Jennings Bryan."
complicity of others than the McNa- The speaker quoted from some ot maras and Ortie McManigal in the
Bryan's addrt!, , to show that he explosions, were in touch with Mr.
does not undersfa4( tne interest of
Miller.,
the American pecpie ln tne livestock j
Block.
cio lanaraga, Encio; Virginia.
industry.
ENTIRE FAMILY MURDERED
Estancia; Tomas Monies, Encino,
Pinchot

District Court.
Suit wag filed this morning in the
district court by the Hamilton Na
tional Bank for the recovery of
$1,754.10 alleged to be due on account
of a promissory
of the
note by the Taos Printing and Pub
lishing Co., Joe Montaner and Clarence Probert, defendants.
Homestead Entries.
The following homestead entries
were made yesterday in the general
land office: William H. Edmonston,
Estancia; David Beard, Palma; Francisco Sedlllo, Mountainalr; Ralph Ale
wine Mountainalr: Virginia Block,
Estancia: William F. Mahan, Tajlque: Estanislado Gonzales, San IldeA.
Gallup;
Waring,
fonso: Thomas
Ttelfina Romero. Santa Fe; Emilio
Deleado. Santa Fe; Francisco Angel,
Santa Fe: Alfredo Delgadff, ' Santa
Fe- - Tomas Morales, Enclnor Mele

Miscellaneous bills were con- sldered.
Steel Trust traffic
agree- ments with Southern Railroads
probed by Steel Investigating
Committee.
New York Cotton . Specnla- tors attacked in speech by Rep- resentative Heflin of Alabama.
The bill extending the eight
hour law to all government
contract work was debated.

Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si
Si

sixsisisisissisisisisiss
Darrow Testimony Expunged.

Iaspfl Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Dec. 4. The De
partment of Justice knows, but will
not make public, the whereabouts of
General Bernardo Reyes, supposed to
be the leader of a new revolutionary
movement in Mexico.
Agents of the department have
General Reyes under surveillance.
Following his indictment at Laredo,
Texas, for alleged violation of the
neutrality laws, the Mexican was released on $10,000 bail.
War Maneuver in Texas.
Junction City, Kans., Dec. 14. Rumors which have been pat afloat indicate that there will be another
great war maneuver in Texas this
winter. It is known that the officers
at Fort Riley are. taking a great deal
of interest in the Mexican situation,
and for that reason it is declared not
unlikely that the war department is
of
contemplating the mobilization
troops for some sort of a demonstration along the border.
Zapata Issues Proclamation.
Mexico City, Mex., Dec. 14. General Zapata has issued a proclamation in favor of Emilio Vasquez Gomez as president of the republic. He
names General Pasquale Orozco for
chief of staff, and repudiates the
government.
By Special

Ma-der-

(By Special I,.nsed Wit to New Mexican;
Lanoa, Mindanoa, P. I. Dec. 14.
Moro outlaws were killed
Forty-twhere today. in an engagement with a
scouts.
detachment of American
There were no fatalities on the American f.ide. The battle occurred in
connection with the campaign for
organized
brigandage
suppressing
among the Moros.
Disarming Population.
o

Dv

prcl.il l.easf--

Wire :o

Nt--
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Kansas City. Mo., Dec. 14. Pale an.l
emaciated, weak from hunger and
exposure, Harry Waldron, the juror,
whose CEcaue last Sunday night Mocked thu progress of the second trial of

Dr. B. Clarke Hyde, charged with the
murder of Colonel Thomas H. Swope,
returned to bis home today. He was
Waldron
brought into court by
and alter a conference with him,
The disarmament of the entire Judge Fortcrfield announced that ho
Xlcro population of Mindanao and Jo- would (iiamiES tfce entire jury on the
incomlo was ordered by the American mili ground of Waldren's mental
tary authorities three months ago, petency.
Nerves Shattered.
following a number of murderous attacks on Americans. Since that time,
His eyes shifting and every movethe troops have been actively engag- ment betraying .shattered nerves, Waled in carrying out the orders. Most dron described to Judge Porferfitid
of the chiefs gave up their weapons four days of wandering through the
peaceably, but there tea been a country in search of "fresh air and
series of Eharp engagements wife freedom from confining walls and
bandits.
staring eyes."
The casualties among the AmeriTears in Judge's Eyes.
cans have been few.
He nonicd having discussed the
Hyde trial with any person. HU narTRIUMFH FOR PROGRESSIVE
rative to the judge told in the presDEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS ence ef his weeping
wife a!l but
tears tn the eyes of his inbrought
Governor-elec- t
George W. P. Hunt Is- nuisitor. Judge Porteifield has work-tsues Statement Urging
practically night and day since the
and Harmony.
juror disappeared in an effort to locate him.
;Hv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Waldron Frijjhtened.
Globe, Ariz., Dec. 14. George W. P.
"I had always felt," said the judge,
of
Hunt first state governor-elec- t
"that Mrs. Waldron was anxious- - tu
Arizona, issued a statement today in aid us in
any way possible. I was conof
the
which he declared the victory
fident
that
the did not kiic.v where
Democratic ticket iu the election last
her Husband was. When Waldron saw
Pro
both
for
was
a
triumph
Tuesday
me, he was badly frightened thinking
gressive Democrats and Progressive I meant to inflict punishment."
Republicans.
Waldron
lived ai lloswoll
"To cany out these progressive New Mexico.formerly
"both
the
statement,
says
principles,"
Waldron i3 Insane.
in letter and spirit, shall be tne esKansas City, Mo., Dec. 14. yollov.'-insential part of my duty as chief execthe return to court of Harry Walutive and in that duty I shall not be
dron, tho missing juror in the Hyda
derelict.
dis
"The inevitable struggles and regret-abl- murder trial, Judge Porterficld
recriminations of the long cam charged the jury in that case at 1:3)
paign, are over," the governor contni tins afternoon. The state was unable
to show that Juror Waldron hud rot
ued.
hU ab
Memories of them will be speedily dixcussed the ease during
effaced. I shall assume my. office in sence. Judge Forterfiold set J'lne S,
as the date for. beginning a
a spirit of charity toward all and malice towards none, and may the peo new trial. He said Waldron was In
whatever sane at the time he escaped; and ia
ple cf this great state-to-btheir faith or faction become united still insatie.
iu common cause for Arizona's
M--

-

Washington, D. , Dec. 14. The
Lorimer Senatorial investigation com ARCHDUKE RENOUNCES RANK
mittee today, ordered stricken from
TO MARRY POOR GIRL.
the record the testimony of Maxwell
Edgar, a Chicago lawyer, that Clar Another Romance in House of Haps-bur- g
ence S. Darrow had been concerned
That Has Created Sensation
in an attempt to bribe him with
at Vienna and Munich.
to cease his tax fight against the
International Harvester Company.
(By Special Leased Who to New Mexican!
Taft Will Not Sign Sherwood Bill.
Vienna, Dec. 14. Another romance
Washington, D. C... Dec. 11. Al connected with the imperial house of
though appealed to today by Judge Hapsburg, is contained in the dry official announcement that Emperor Fran-cIHarvey M. Trimble, commander-in- chief of the Grand Army of the RepubJoseph has placed the Archduke
lic, and other officers of that organi Henry Ferdinand, brother of the Prin
zation, to do all in his power to pro cess Louise of Saxony, and Archduke
vide increased pensions for Civil Wat Leopold Salvatore "fn leave, with the
veterans, President Taft, it is be- stoppage of all emoluments."
Archduke Henry Ferdinand, who ts
lieved, will not sign, any act providing
such an increase as tbe Starwood dol a painter with a great distaste for
lar a day bill which recently passed royal life and military duties, has been
the House. The President, It was living for some time in Munich. He
said, refused to commit himself, dur- has desired for a long period to abanN.
Denounced,
AT DEFREESTVILLE,
ing the call of the veterans, as to don his rank and title in the same
Teacher' Examinations,
how he would act.
Pureu0 ojr wrmer wuei
way as Archduke John Orth, Archduke
midwinter teachers'. exaataFf
COPPER ONCE MORE
Forester Pinchot was denounced in Mother and Seventeen Year Old
d
SaturLeopold Salvatore, and more recently
.
heldJEiidty-ahbe
will
Democratic
Pork Barrel.
Big
' Hon
Republicans Snowed Under.
Hacked With
terms.
REACHES FOURTEEN CENTS.
Daughter
Terribly
strong
,
in
Archduke
Ferdinand
order,
Charles,
a'1
"day7"XaC J.- "ri3. n county
Washington, D. C, Dec. 14. An
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 14. On the
Hatchet and Battered.
Reports of Officers.
ai is reported, that he might marry a
seats of the territory.
apother
which
of
wave
may
of
a
large
tidal
popular
crest
appropriation,
This Advance in F.ed Metal Had Stimnot
Reports of the, treasurer, P. D.
millions of dollars, was added Munich girl belonging to a family
Territorial Funds.
proval that exceeded even the expecMiracle, of Montana, and the secre- t Br SDeclal Leased Wire to new Mexican) carry
ulating Effect oft Stock Market
o'.
noble
rank.
to
in
the
House
14
An entire
the
program today when
Albany. N. Y.. Dec.
tations of men long schooled
The following sums of money were tary.
W. McCluve of KHo, followed
This Forefloon. .
the
arch
be
to
this
difficult,
Finding
'.
family. Mrs. Mary A. Morner, a widow, the House Committee on public build duke has taken the easier couise of game of politics, insurgent Democ
received yesterday in the office of tne presidents aaaress.
her daughters. Edith, aged 20. and ings decided to report an omnibus
the territorial treasurer, R. J. Palen:
racy rode into power in Arizona's first (Dy Special !a?pd Wire !o Kcw Mcjclcin
hi3 military career.
New York, Dec. 14. Further heavy
state election yesterday.
Blanche, aged 17, and a son, Arthur, public building bill. This decision, throwing up
Lee S. Pearson, treasurer of Quay WESTERN EXECUTIVES MEET
two United buying cf United States Steel stimu-latt28 years, were murdered Tues on wheh the committee vote was 14
elect
treasurThe
Democrats
E.
aged
,
GOV.
HARMON
Finney,
$7,024.78;
AT
COLUMBUS.
county,
to 3, was made in the face of opposi- FAMOUS AUTHORESS DIES
a Representative in
the stock market for a time till
day on the Morner farm near
er of Bernalillo county, $8,023.90;
FROM ELEVATOR ACCIDENT, States Senators,
from
miles
five
tion
and the entire morning, although the movement was
Democratic
about
a
Under
Leader
Coneresa
governor
Torby
of
Visit Ohio tate University Leave
Raymundo Romero, treasurer
"
wood.
here.
slate ticket, and a legislature that la not of long duration. The steel shares
Tance county, $245.48; Dr. T. W. Watfor Cincinnati Where They
Winter, Mrs. Arthur Democratic
The bodies of the three women were Prohibit Drugs, Why Not Alcohol. Jchn Strange Succumbs
by a majority of probably reached the highest figure since Sepcounty,
son, treasurer of Lincoln
Arrive Tonight.
to Injuries
Stannard,
a
near
barn
The vast majority tember. A large part of the buying
discovered
ballot.
32
on
C.
14.
last
Dec.
D.
a
As
night
joint
and
Washington,
P.
Thomas
Gable, game
9276.63;
at London.
counties
and all in was attributed to the demand from tho
with
10
been'
hacked
had
in
offices
of
where
to
the
variof
the
laws
they
the
supplement
fish warden, game protection fund, (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
cf the short interest, which became aiarmc-'15.75.
Columbus, Ohio, Dec. 14. Arriving hatchet and battered with a hammer ous states, and an effort further to re- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) some of them are also the fruits
- .
at reports of increased prices and
strict the importation, sale and use
i a Columbus from Pittsburg today, and thrown into a pit.
London, Dec. 14. Mrs. Arthur Stan Democratic landslide.
A searching party today found the of opium, morphine, and cocaine, the nard, the novelist, who was known by
On only one state office is there a heavy orders in the iron and steel
western
home
now
the
governors,
NIAGARA FALL 8 WILL
body of the son with his throat cut pure food and drug board of the De- her pen name of "John Strango Win shadow of doubt and that is being rap- trade.
BE DRY AS BONE ward bound, were greeted by a recep
Copper Reaches Fourteen C?nts.
tion committee ana a program provid and otherwise mutilated, under the partment of Agriculture today an- ter" died today. She had been con- idly dispelled. Fred Cleaveland,
The metal group was strengthened
candidate for secretary of
barn floor, the boards of which had nounced new regulations which soon fined to her bed for the last five
minute
for
entertainment
every
Asing
That is Prediction Made to Civic
the will become effective. In an attempt months as the result of an accident state, gave Sidney Osbom, his Demo- by the advance in the price of copper
after
been
and
up
ripped
replaced
of
five
had
hours
the
arranged
they
sociation Unlets More Legislacratic opponent, a close race, but lat- by some producers to 14 cents th?
murderer had secreted his victim. to keep close track of every ounce of while stepping out of an elevator.
- ;
to spend here.
tion Is Had.
an
Italian
for
are
The
est returns indicate Osborn's election highest figure for several years.
police
was
Henrietta
name
searching
maiden
Her
these drugs !n the United States,
The city's reception committee conEd Dinnis, who
as
Selling pressure increased toward
hand
farm
known
'" Govby a small, though safe majority. In
also
she
and
or receiver of imports Eliza Vaughn Palmer.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ducted the guests to the office
had been employed by the Morner's will purchaser
Violet every department of the government, noon, tlie bears operating with EOT. :
of
under
the
went
pseudonym
be
a
14.
fill
to
out
declaraD.
half
Dec.
Judson
for
ernor
where
required
Niagara
C,
Washington,
Harmon,
in confidence on the theory that tho
Tails "dry as a bone" was the picture an hour they chatted with state offi- since last September. Little is known tion, showing t.ie amount and stating Whyte. She was born at York, Eng the new state will be absolutely
Democrats.
standard Tailror.ds had not shared proof
control
the
him.
185C.
on
concerning
Among
13,
anuary
land,
held up to the American Civic Associa cials.
the proposed rate.
rf
portionately with the outgrowth
Dcmccratic
Lrndsiide.
wrote:
Life,
she
books
Cavalry
other
tion today by its president, J. Horace
The program also- calls for a visit
in 1883;
is a landslide that has grown with strength in the metal issues and tin
It
in
Legends,
1881;
Regimental
McFarland.
Without supplemental to Ohio State University, to be fol- MEMBER8 OF ROYAL PARTY
HAD TERRIBLE EXPERIENCE ROOSEVELT CHEERED AS
.
in ho passing of hours and in at least bidding up of steel and copper btocl.
Bootle's Baby, in 1885; Houp-la- ,
legislation to perpetuate the. work of lowed by dinner at a down town hoTHE NEXT PRESIDENT.
one instance the claims of the state had been too precipitate.
in
A
1887;
Only
Baby,
Siege
1885;
last
the Burton bill, passed by the
at which Governor Harmon will Ten of Male
tel,
United Stales Steel fell to CB -: :
as
Delhi
of
and
Sword
Democratic committee, have been exand
Grin.
Passengers
Heart
Human.
declared, act as toastmaster.
Congress, Mr. McFarland
Rough Rider Given Remarkable Ova over
Faeific sold a point under yc
Union
Well
as
of
on
Board
Still
Crew
is
the
ceeded.
novels.
Carl
other
congress
Hayden
forty
Niagara Falls will be an ugly mass of
tion as He Leaves Boston After
Automobile Parade.
8teamer.
man elected from Arizona, having won terday's closing and various other
recks within a generation.
a Two Days' Visit.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 14 The spe- I By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican j
DEGREES
over John S.' Williams by 4,000. Thir stcck3 about half a point. Krie slocks
Tne diversion ot water for power cial train bearing the western gover
to New Mexican) TWENTY-FOUGibraltar, Dec. 14. All the members (By Special Leased Wire 14.
e
IN
WYOMING
hundred plurality was the limit were rushed up 1 to 2 points ac.l
BELOW
on
of
A crowd
the Canadian side, he nors who have been touring the East of the royal party, comprising the Boston, Mass., Dec.
purposes
i.i
there was a further rite of 1
claims.
of
Democratic
the
said, would be trebled within a. de was due here late today, a recep- - Princess Royal, the Duke of Fife and more than a thousand men gave an
Agricultural Chemical.
Marcus
Tern
United
and
Calm
and
For
States
Clear
Senator,
Weather
to
off
Theo
Colonel
send
cade and unless
enthusiastic
ciProcalagree. tion nM becn arranged 0ne of the their two daughters,
who suffered
Pionds were irregular.
A. Smith and Henry F. Ashuri-- are
South Terminal
cuuw ue f
perature Is Rising at Laramie
v
featnres of whlcn wiU be an automo- - such terrible experiences during their dore Roosevelt at the
Profit taking sales on the announceand
there
neck
.
neck,
Points.
though
and
Other
running
when
he
here
today,
departed
from the wreck of the steam- station
landing
ment
that American Agricultural
"
will
indication
AShurst
have
is
an
that
a
law
close
would
for New York, bringing to a
falls for all time the Burton
The governors will be met at the er Delhi' off Cape Spartel yesterday, Boston
a slight lead. His majority will be Chemical had bee placed on a four
( By Special Leased Wire to New Meiean)
two
of
visit
"RooBevelt,
days.
albe
to
well today,
city officials and given are reported
Laramie. Wyo., Dec. 14. The gov- approximately 1500 and Smith will get per cent dividend basis cancelled mo; :
Arnold W. Brunner of New York, ln depot by the
the next President!" was the slogan
the place of honor in the parade, though much exhausted.
cf its advance.
thermometer at the
ernment
about 1400.
liftColonel
of
the
crowd.
Roosevelt
the
attitude
of
the
people
discussing
. Ten of the male passengers of
the
The rest of the list was wlthcir
of Wyoming, recorded a mini
For governor, George W. P. Hunt
In
waved
his
his
and
ed
or Europe toward civic improvement, which is to tpur the nrincipal streets. Delhi
hand
hat
are still on board. They and
.sero
below
from
conspicuous
Ed.
over
W.
of
change, speculation bcirs
Wells
wins
mum
twent"
by
degrees
Judge
said Americans gradually are coming
the crew will, it Is expected, be landdull and prices hovering close to th3
and railroad thermometers 2"00 to 3000.
last
night,
around to an appreciation of the, Ne- RUPTURE IN NATIONAL
a
of
course
in
the
day by a rocket
lowest.
BOARD OF ARBITRATION. ed
at Laramiei Lookout and Rock Kiver
Supreme Court Democratic.
vv
cessity for municipal beauty, if only
FIRES START UP AGAIN
A buying movement sprang up in
apparatus."
The
below.
twer.'y-fou- r
of
recorded
the
The
three
supreme
judges
for advertising purposes.
IN BRICEVILLE WORKINGS.
It Is impossible for life saving '
Pacific Coast League,
x"e 'ocal stocks. Central Railroad of
of
C
the
J.
Ewlna,
and
calm
and
was
Alfred
clear
will
be
Democrats
weather
court
of
McFarland
President J. Horace
boats to approach the wreck because
' at Loggerheads With Other
was not as severe as ihe stage Franklin, H. D: Ross and D. L. Cun- Kfw Jersey jumped 10 points. Lehigli
Harrlsburg, Pa., and other officers
of the high sea. The stern of the liner In Consequence, Work of Rescuers cold
Baseball Magnates. ' ,
thermometer would indicate ningham, winning by about 1500, Vsilley and Reading were activo and
the
o'
were
Later
Had
Was Retarded, and
has shifted further ashore and the veswave came at 2 o'clock this which is the size of the majority of .fined a point each. The tone c!
cold
The
"'
'
is- badly strained.
.t
..to Be Abandoned.
By Special Tjcased Wire to Mew Mexican I sel
and lasted not 'onger than the balance of tho Democratic state the whole market was better,-witmorning,
FUNERAL OP PAPAL
New York, Dec. 14. There has been
(By Special tensed Wire to New Mexican)
bun'ness showing a marked increase
ticket.
hour.
an
DELEGATE TO PHILIPPINES. a rupture in tne national ooara
BrlcevilleTsw. Dec 14. Work
n BICYCLE ENDURANCE RIDERS
on the recovery;
Louisville & Nash43
in
the
the
will
and
be
Taa
Democrats
"There
sun
is
shining
Today the
employed in recovFAIL TO BREAK RECORD of rescue
arbitration of the professional baseball
ville went off 2 8 in short order but
said
state
warmer.
is
Brady
weather
Eugene
legislature,"
iu
bodies
of
miners
of
imprisoned
J.
interred
the
Remains
Beneath Cathedral league, .through
ering
resignation
O'Neill at noon today. "Tho Republi later made up half of Its loss. The
- Chapel at Manila With Inv
O. Ewing, ot San Francisco, and of (By Special Leased Win to New Mexican) the Cros3 Mountain Mine last Saturcans will get three state senators and rlcse was steady.
TAKE
TROOP8
ITALIAN
14
New
Dec.
2
At O'clock to day, was retarded today by fires in
York,
- presslve Ceremonies.
the Pacific coast league who is unTRIPOLI.
IN
OASIS
ANOTHER
eight members of the House. The en
derstood to have' resigned from the day the 86th hour of the six day bike the mine entries. Hope of rescuing
tire Democratic ticket is elected by W. MORGAN SCHUSTER IS
saBsjaMgesBt
score
the
ntood.
race
teams
to
Wire
alive
at
Kcw
miners
has
been
more
7iead
ttencani
H.
Eight
secretary
because
board
8peclal
J.
Farrell,
((By
Turkish Troopa and Arabs Retire majorities which in some cases are
STILL ON THE JOB.
Manila, Dec. 14. The funeral of of the board refused to Join him in 1.674 miles and two laps. Four teams
phenomenal. The results show the
From Several 8mall Villages
Consignor Ambrose Agius, papal del presenting the new constitution to the at 1.674 miles and one lap and Oalvln
virility of Democracy and the popular Cabinet Cannot Dismiss Him Without
and Wiley 1,671 miles. The record is
Along the Coast.
erate to the Philippines, who died national commission.
'
ity of the principles for which the
Consent of National Council
1,681 miles, five laps, made by Law-souddenly on December 13, took place
Si
BOY
ATTENTION.
SCOUT8,
$
to New Mvxtcani party stands in Arizona. It is a great
Wire
Leasee
of Persia.
and DeMnra 'In 1909.
'Bv
Special
reoms
today. Many civil and military offl- POKER GAME RAIDED
X
Meeting at the Scout
$ Tripoli, Dec. 14 The Italian troops victory and no man is more pleased
' vials were present some of whom act--d
, IN COLORADO 8PRINQ8.
X tomorrow
evening at 7:30 X took possession yesterday of the than I am."
?
mess
(By Special Leased Wire to New MexIfanV
. A requiem
Chtef of Police Stanley D. Burno of CRU8ADE AGAINST RED
as
o'clock. Rev, Mr. Heal, of the X
of sever1
Dec.: 14. W.
O'Neill has been a strong factor in
Teheran,
Morgan:
LIGHT IN DENVER.
Church of the Holy Faith, will X Oasis of Tadjara, consisting
tot "the late papal delegate win be Colorado Springs, is stamping out
miles bringing about the result. Though de Schuster still retains his position as
A crusade against the keepers and Jt address .the Boy Scouts with X al small villages about eight
Mid on Friday. Bishop Petrelll will gambling, in that city.' He raided a
of Persia. rThe cab
will poker game at the house of Carl Fu- - inmates of houses of ill repute has S special reference to the inci- - S along the coast to the East of the feated for the nomination for tho treasurer-genera- l
officiate and four bishops
United States Senate, he has been an inet cannot dismiss him wlthon'. the.
troops
Turkish
The
of
town
Tripoli.
will
M.
be
Hamand
been
C.
arrested
started
at
Denver
:The
body
by Chief of V dent ln the high school last X
glt
Fuglt,
lvf absolution.
before tho ar active party worker throughout thf consent of the national council which
the Cathedral mond, P. J. WKsoa a
' A
week.
x and the Arabs retired
Barry Cooper, Police Hamilton Armstrong and aa a
laterred . beneath
has not been given.
'
campaign.
'
of the Italian column.
women are in Jail. .:
ot
cltlsena
'
the
rival
result
r'aee.
leading
'.
forty
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
XX
bapeL
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THURSDAY,

"

DEC?"

i

THE

COMRADE.
young, I wiy romp

Store
The Little
to the Front

thou
with thee.
Sun up, sun high, sun down, stars;
Bf, thou old, I will
an with thee,
Cackling over the catile bars.

Cooking and Baking Bags

Be thou sad, I will weep with thee;
Tears are water, and, mingled, dry.
Be thou glad, I will laugh with thee,
Mirth is maddest when two are by.

Always

;

WE HAVE THEM.
We'll have

CHRISTMAS

Bananas,

Grape Fruits,

Oranges,

Plum Pudding,

Cranberries,

Nuts.

Twaluing hearts

thou iiving, I'll live with thee,
btrong in waking and warm in sleep.
Be thou dead, I will lie with thee
Under the cedars cold and deeD.
Richard Wightman, in Century Mag
Be

Holly and Wreaths.

All Kinds of Vegetables.

thou alone, I will come to thee; .
make dearth of
woe.
Be thou ill, I will sit by thee
And bid thy devil quickly go.
Bo

for our Customers

TURKEYS

Be

t

azine,

INTER
or Plaza,
TICKETS
REGISTER

Southern
ATE

I

GIVE

Santa Fe.

Corp,

Telephone No. 40.
ALL CASH
PURCHA8ES.

WITH

The Delicatessen Store;
We carry the best of Imparted Goods.
Our Bakery is always going.
Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

An Innovation in Oil Heaters

HIIRO

IRE

The Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater, with its

STATE

drums enameled in turquoise, is an ornament to any
room, whether in the country or city home.

1

No home is quite complete without a Perfection Oil
Heater. It is a necessity in the fall and spring, when it is too
warm to start the regular heating apparatus, and too cool to be
without heat. In die midst of winter it is often convenient as
an auxiliary heater, as there are always some cold comers
in a house.
The enameled heater always presents a nice appearance.w the

Indians as Poachers.
band of Ute Indians is slaughtering deer in western Colorado.
A

Taken to Insane Asylum.
John Mearns of Albuquerque has
been committed to the territorial asylum for the insane at Las Vegas".

enamel will not tarnish or burn off. It is not an "enamel paint, but it
is the same as the enamel of your cooking utensils.
The Perfection is the most reliable and convenient portable heating
flame spreader prevents
device you can find. An automatically-lockin- g
turning the wick high enough to smoke.

Died of His Wound.

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday

Francisco Valdon died of hi3 wound
at El Paso. The wound inflicted during a saloon fight. Virginia Gomez
and G. Garcia are held on a charge of
murder.

PERFECTION
JkJ
"A

Smokeless
Fought in Church.
Six youths were fined $3.50 each
and costs at Fort Morgan, Colorado,
for engaging in a fist fight during
the services last Sunday in the Con- Sheriff Lucero of Dona Ana county.
gregational church. .
TheV Will h votnrnerl to T.n
r"rn.
ces by Deputy Sheriff Moreno. The
Filing on Land at Columbus.
Miranda is to be abcharge
Dr. J.' O. Schwentker and wife, R. duction. against
C. Howell and other Albuquerqueans
have gone to Columbus, Luna county,
Obey? Never!
to file on public lands in the sink of
"I wouldn't promise to obey any
the Mimbres, south of Deming.
man," declared Mrs. Mabel Walter
Hough of Portland, Oregon, at Elgin,
Makes
Boy
Richard
Caddell, Illinois, and her fiance, Heinrich
while coasting at Welsenburg, rather Rousseau took her to a justice of the
than run downConstance peace for the marriage ceremony.
was willing to eliminate the manran
sled
into
his
e pile of who
Hammond,
date
about obeying from the ritual.
rocks and was fatally injured.
.

Phone.

LUUIS fNAPULtiU

Black.

19

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
AIFaLFA

SEED.

AH

kinds of flovers, garden

&

STOCK

FOOD.

field seeds in bulkacd package

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Coal Thief is Shot.

Heavy Enrollment at Las Vegas.
Although East Las Vegas has oneBlack third less population than Santa Fe,
yet its public schools have an enroll
ment, exceeding 650, or exceeding
that of Santa Fe by

Ask jrouiy to ihow
Ltealert ererywhm.
the Perfection Heater enameled ; or write
Su deicriptira circular to any agaiqr
I

Incorporated)

DEPREDATIONS

Phone 14.

If Ita Hardware

FRANK

BY COYOTES.

The Wyoming Wool Growers' Association has asked for federal help to
exterminate coyotes and wolves, who
the association declares, causes $15:
OCO.OOO of damage
each year to the
sheep growers in the United States,
or which Wyoming bears at least a
million dollars.

Without opiates or harmful drugs
of any kind Foley's Honey and "Tar
Compound stops coughs and cures
colds. Do not accept any substitute.
Sold by all druggists.

affcrmm

It

We Hava

Pnone

14

F. GORMLEY,

ainnri.ii

Handsome

Handsome

XMAS

XMAS

GIFTS

GIFTS
ss

c c c c3w

o

CHILD SMOTHERED

Casaus Torres was shot at El Paso
TO DEATH
yesterday
morning by' Juan Leon, a
Phone Black
Phone
watchman at the coal yards. The in
Having wrapped her seven months
tense coldat.-E- I Paso caused Torres
45
45
baby carefully in a blanker and
;Id
itoaafcg coal from the yard so that he.put her to sleep, Mrs. Roy Miller of
uunu me at, iiis uuiue. m Denver, was natura Iv horrified to find
bullet entered the backbone and shat the child dead several hours later. The
Died of ""'.doping Cough.
Velma, the eight year old daughter tered the pelvis. Leon was arrested little girl had been : uffocated
of Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Souders at Es
Three Soldiers Pierced With One
tancia, died of whooping cough which
HOV'S THIS?
Bullet
she contracted as she was recovering
We offer One Hundred Dollars Refrom an attr.ck of appendicitis.
Angel Martinez, a soldier, was ar- - ward for any case of Catarrh that can- rested at Juarez, because a bullet he not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Lost Faith In Banks.
had discharged in a quarrel over a
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
G. A. Hall of Grand Junction, Col gambling game, had
pierced three
We, the undersigned, have known F.
None of the three are fa- J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and beorado, losing faith in banks, drew out soldiers.
his savings of $1,800 and an hour aft tally injured, two of them merely lieve him perfectly ho"""" V- - - "
erwards delivered them to three high having tin? fleshy 'part 'of their legs business transactions a
a able to carry out any ob
WATCH FOR BIG AD
waymen who stopped him on his way pierced and the third receiving
i
tiesn wound in the body.
home.
by his firm.
!
Walding, Kinnan
Mrs. Pope Heads Daughters of Amer - i
Wholesale DrugghT
Boy Commits Suicide.
j
ican Revolution.
A
Hall's Catarrh Cure Ie
boy at Sheffield, EngAt Roswell a chapter of the Daught- - nally, acting directly up
land, succeeded in his third attempt
to comml' "uicide. First he tried to ers of the American Revolution has and mucous surfaces of
hang himself, then to shoot hmself, been organized. The following offl-- Testimonials sent free. I
but it took a dose of laudanum to fin- cers were chosen: Regent, Mrs. Mary per bottle. Sold by all Di
H. Pope;
ish the job.
Hildegarde notion.
White Hodges; corresponding secrerecord
tary, Mrs. Lillian Pruit-JoycSuit to Cancel Tax Deeds.
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
Frutoso Campes, Filberto Apodaca, ing secretary; Mary Parsons
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
Amy H. W. Bullock: regis
Cleofes Ramirez ad Lucia Santiste-vaONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
de Sabedr?. have brought suit in trar; Alice Blaine Andrews; unoffithe district court st Albuquerque to cial members of the board of mana
LEARNARD-LINDEMANFor Best Laundry Work
N
COMPANY
cancel certain tax deeds because of gers, Mrs. Winfield L. L. Rhea and
Mrs.
Lillian
Scott.
McClung
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your double assessment.
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
Convict Soaps Himself.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
By liberally soaping himself, E. B.
and Arizona purchasers.
MUCH DISEASE.
CAUSES
Keepers, a
prisoner in the
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Bexar county jai., Texas, managed to
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Advice About Stomach Troubles and
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
make his escape through a fourteen-incHow to Relieve Them.
hole but it took five hours' work
LEARNARD &
Established 1900
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 23
to shove him through the aperture.
LINDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico
Do not neglect indigestion which
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
Did He Set Fire to Saloon? Frank may lead to all sorts of ills and comAn eminent physician
Bruno, owner of a saloon in the Bar- plications.
! .1
a
il.i i a .
clay building, Eighteenth and LariKERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR
all
have
of
the
ills
human
the
body
mer streets at Denver, was arrested,
in
their
a disordered stomach, j
origin
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
the police alleging that he was re
Our experience with Rexall Dyspep. pbone us, we will be
sponsible for an attempt to set fire
glad to call for
to his saloon in order to get the in sia Tablets leads us to believe them ,our iaundry on Mondays and Tues- ue auiuug me most ueaenuauie rem- dayg and silver 0
j iu
surance.
Thursdays and
edies known for the relief of indlges- ' tlnn Afirl nhinnl
Tiioir in. Fridays
ilvoruinefQ
Wife Held for Bootlegging.
guaranteed; your socks
are soothing and healing to' AU
Although James McBride was ac- gredients
atom- - aw nnded and buttons sewed en
inflamed
the
of
the
membranes
quitted of the charge of bootlegging ach.
They are rich in pepsin, one of yo,,r n,rts without extra charge.
Of PABTirAll
tin
"J A "ft the greatest digestive acids known to PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
1
h
u
,
; medicine.
The relief they afford 13
66
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
nest Fryer, charged with the same
very prompt. Their use with persist- offense, forfeited his bond of $250. '
a
and
time
ency
for
short
regularity
Sherman Evans was fined $25 and
tends to bring about a cessation of
costs.
j the
pains caused by stomach dlsor- 333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot
ders.
I n Dnli... f
A
OPEN DAY AND NIOHT

SANTA CLAUS
Phone 6619 Black.

one-thir-

SPECIA!

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Continental Oil Company

-

LEO HERSCH

MRS. GOOD COOK!
MR. GOBLER ESPECIALLY REQUESTS THAT HE BE CARVED WITH A BRAND NEW
CARVING SET.
OUR CARVING KNIVES WILL CARRY A RAZOR EDGE AND
AND MAKE CARVING QUICK AND EASY.
YOU'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOUR FRIENDS DINE WITH
YOU IF YOU HAVE NEW KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS
FOR
THE TABLE. COME AND SEE OURS.

.

at

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

IS AT OUR STORE. COME
AND SELECT YOUR GIFTS.
A LARGE SUPPLY AT
SMALL COST.
Santa Fe, New Mex.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
.

"tl

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

ll.!i.

:

:

j
.i..J maiucu uuuee mineral water,
ieieoraieu

AU

D

i

AM!

i--

Kinds of Soda.

..

t !1 J.1

You are requested to call and see and

!

1

I

IN

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

vice-regen- t,

V

e;

Imperial Lai

n

. v. .ut iiucM orcnaros

cn the Tesuque at a Bargain.

"

Modern Residences for Rent."

F. M. JONES.

U03

T

Palace

A

d

h

'

--

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

3oal

The Quality Coal."

t

Jio

s.,v??i5t
Telephone

cuiicrs

hack

prices Buggies and saddle

line
pnon

Theodore
Black

1SZ.

her.

comic,

pi

an
ti
!

Lump

CERRILLCS

Stnilhiig

Coal.

RtciirCcal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

m

aT

appet"e-t- o

UVEmr ST&EJLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

.

Caii up 'Phone

La Salle Restaurant

d,gr
tion,
promote
evidence of our sincere faith In RexCHAS.GANN. Prop.
all Dyspepsia Tablets, we ask you to
Telephone II.
not
our
them
do
risk.
If they
at
try
glve you entire satisfaction, we will Two Doors Below F. Andrews Score.'
return you the money you paid us for Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
them, without question or formality.
They como in three sizes, prices 25
Short Orders at All Hours.1
Las Cruces Elopers Arrested.
cents, 50 cents and $1.00. Remember,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Elinda Duran, aged 18 years, and you can obtain them only at .our store
Juan Miranda, were arrested at El
The Rexall Store.
The Fischer French Noodle Order 20c a dlsn,
Paso In response to a telegram from Drug Co., 232 San Francisco St. New York Chop Suey 60a
y

and costs for being drunk. 'Ted Terry was arrested for stabbing W. P.
Huff of Gardiner with a file, and
George Hart, a waiter, on the charge-of assaulting a woman with a deadly
weapon.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at popular

SjoTSi,

YANKEE

Sawed Wood end Kindling.

I

PHONE, RED 100.

i

RATON

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

I

aCi

t

Af D RETAIL

Screened

-

ZZ '"

WHOLESALE

9

When in Ueed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
.

RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSOH

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

14, 1911.
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Only Eight More Christmas Shopping Days Left

ELI OMAN BROTHER

COMPANY

cad vnn
Dress Suit Cases, Hand Bags, Traveling: Cases and Ladies Shopping Bags
HAVP

The Toyland is Loaded
With Bargains

PDnvinpn wci

i

i

Look Them

Automobiles, Steam Engines, Rocking Horses,
Story Books, Christmas Tree Ornaments.
The Doll Family is Complete.

Over
E2S2JS

E

A LONG FELT WANT

GORPQRATfONS

Santa Fe's only place where SUITS
ARE CIJTFIT and made in the City
Fine

fill

Attorney General

W. L. DeCLOW,

MEMBERS OF THE FIRS I

OF

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer,'"Removing His Business to New Mexico.

STAT E LEGISLATURE

Wicker-sha-

Recommends Creation of Federal Bureau
WHITE

We make

I am arranging to change my business location from Cedar
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable poirstr.eor by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January I,
I would
1912, being my first consignment.
like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need cf Stallions, Jacks or Full BIcod
Mares. I can also furnish Registered .Shorthorn and Hertford Hulls
and Registered Shropshire liucksat very reasonable prices. Plea.'e
write me. If not in need yourself, piease tell ycur neighbors

V. DeCLOW,

Cedar Rapids Jack anJ Stallion Imparting rarm, Cedar Rapids, la
I have
can ship
recently secured a special rats by expiess by which
csn chip jacks from Cedar
jacks at lower rates tha;i ever beforo

SLfttfE TRftFFtC WANIMG

I

I

Imported

the

Clothes

ness an

such as you

Art. Every

can only

Garment

see in the

is made by

Busi-

Intense Activity in Pvcseculir.3
t
Violators of Sherman
Law.

la., to Albuquerque, N. M., for
each, and can reach other points a: c

Anti-Trus-

Big Cities.
We have

;M we

Experts

CAN
DO IT.

Vt

(By litijeU. ceased V.'lro to New Mexican)
Dec.
11.
Washington,
Pursuing J
President Taft's recommendation that
an executive bureau be created to supervise corporations chartered under
a federal incorporation act, Attorney
in his annual re-- I
j General Wickersham,
port submitted to Congress
today,
suggests that the Bureau of Corporations be raised to that dignity, even,
in the absence of the proposed federal

in Their

Jj

r

I

Wells Fargo

;'u

1

CC5

k

Rap-Id-

each, to Phccnix, Ariz., for $104

rates.

Co. Express

Genera! Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts

of The World

SflVG mOflfiV a"d ,nconvenience y Purchasing Wells
incorporation statute.
mVHWJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
This brancn of the Department of
Commerce and Labor, the Attorney
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
General urges, should be brought into
closer relation with his department
and adds that it might well be "avail- ThrSuVhiSt
U. S., Canada, Mexico
ed of as the nucleus for an adminis
i
trative board under whose supervi
j sion
or mergers for
consolidations
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
lawful purposes might be formed."
i&
' ;
jt
Law.
Sherman
In enforcing the Sherman
D. BARNES,
law, the Attorney General points out
that the Department of Justice and
the courts are confronted by econom
ic, rather than legal, problems when
:
it comes to working out methods of
disintegration after a corporation
has been declared an illegal combinaJUAN J. CLAN'CEY,
tion. The department enlisted the
Work Will Please
Member of the House From Guadalupe County.
assistance of the Bureau of Corpora-- .
tions in the dissolution of the tobacco
You
trust, and it would be of great value
Satisfy
0? the legislature, in which he wili
9
to the legal branch of the gcvern-- i
32 years.
X
Age
if
the
represent Guadalupe county in
Wickersham
Mr.
ment,
says,
many years ot experience means
Born at Puerto de Luna.
X
Mr. Clanwy is a naiive of
functions of the bureau should be so
Educated at Jesuit's College
tr.at county having
been bcni at
enlarged that it could be called uponj
Work that cannot be equaled and a
- at Las Vega?.
X Puerto de Luna, then the county scat,
officially to make investigations and
Graduated from Las Vegas
01: October 1, 187fl.
His mother was
report its conclusions with respect to x
trial order will convince you.
School.
X the late Mrs. Piedad Curule Clancey.
High
or
for
enforced
the
plans
voluntary
He attended the Jesuit's College at
Inspector for Sheep Sani- disintegration of monopolistic combi-- j
X Las Vegas and graduated from the
tary Board.
nations.
WHY NOT PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR A
A finished interpreter.
$S
High School there with honors. Upon
Intense Activity in Prcsecutions.
SUIT OR AN OVERCOAT WITH THE
In stock growing business. his return home from school, he enTho Attopnov Honctrgl
ttio
gaged successfully in the stock busi- 1
record of a vear ot intense activitv
HE WAY TO
ness and has been serving as an in
federal prosecutions and points out
Clan-ccmet
G.
who
J.
Those
of
sani
Captain
the territorial sheep
spector
that the Department of Justice finan
1
BE Happy is to
while he was a member of the tary board. Mr. Clancey is fluent in 1
cially sustained itself as the result
&?8ffi3&ms&
of the contribution of $ 4,204,115
to Constitutional Convention or knew bcth English and Spanish and is a
Make others Happy.
finished interpreter. He is very popthe United States treastfry in the the old timer
SVUFV
before, will have spethe
ular,
younger
especially among
shape of fines collected, customs, du- cial
25J San Francisco Street,
pleasure in greeting his son, Juan voters and will be one of the youngest
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
ties, recoveries, etc. The expense of
the department, including the office of J. Clancey, during the coming session members of the House.
the Attorney General, all of the district attorneys and assistants throughout the country aggregated $3,223,773. a solvent, successful business read slavery and involuntary servitude, ex. HOME ENDORSEMENT.
TIMETABLE ALL
would have cept as a punishment for crime.
impossible,
review of the justment
, In a comprehensive
a
about
Dishonest District Clerks.
jot the
receivership
brought
t
the
Attorney
LOCAL TRAINS Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens C.mi General prosecutions, 17 anti-truproperty and forced judicial sales, re- - Mr. Wickersham calls attention to
shows that the
Tell You All About It.
civil suits pending at the beginning sultinS ln Ereat financial loss, not only the discovery of extensive irregulari !E
The following are the time tables
tnose interested m ine. comoinauon, ties and in some cases actual dishon0
COMFY SLIPPERS for
fiscal
of
were
the
last
augment-!1year
of the local railroads:
Home endorsement, the public ex- e3
interesls of the esty in offices of clerks of the United
by six additional actions, while the but t0 tha business
he who knows a pair
would
in
the end
pression of Santa Fe people, should 11 criminal prosecutions
States courts. No effective reform, he
under the! country at large, and
"A. T. 4 . F. Ry."
be evidence beyond dispute for evory i Bam KtntlltP wern
ueucmeu
luc
lUu..iu
can
cijr
hv
be
until
uii.j
93!"
declares
of our fine, Nobby New
inrrpnsed
accomplished
Leave
been dominant in the the power of
'uals who
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The fact that almost each day the
daily press tells of the effect of the
weather in Argentine Republic on th 2
wheat market in the United States, ,i
heavy rain at Santa Fe de Rosario in
the former republic, for instance, affecting the price of ficur at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, should lead people
to learn more about the great iepub-Ikof South America which in the
$2.50 aggregate will in a few decades exceed the United States in population
l.ou and .in wealth, and which at present
2.00 offer the linest market for American
be found in the
B0 manufacturers to
world. TUere is deplorable ignorance
about these
republics,
that schools and reading clubs should
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tive steers, $5.259.25;
southerns
steers, $4.50G.50; southerns cows
and heifers, ?3.004.50; native cows
and heifers, $2.757.25; stockersand
bulls, $3.75
feeders, ?4.005.75;
western
5.00; calves,
$4.2o7.75;
western cows,
steers, $4.50G.5O;
?3.005.00.
Hogs Receipts, 11 000. Market 5
to 10c lower. Bulk of sales, $5.70
G1 5: heavy,
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lights,
$0.006.20;
?G.COG.05; pigs,, $4.255.00.
4,000.
Sheep Receipts,
"ull""a- ?
?
' a"ge W6therS an
range ewes, $2.25
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country for selling Red Cross Seals.
These prizes consist of vacuum cleaners, pianos, drinKing fountains, books,
and a variety of other articles down
to a button bearing the Red Cross
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist.
ent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

WORSE AND WORSE.

Chicago,

pay-no-

BANK

NATIONAL

"up-state-

Chicago Market.
111.,
Dec. 14 Cattle Receipts, 7,000. Market steady to 10c
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$4.55(58.90; Texas
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stockers and feeders,
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ine success or the Western Land G.25; calves, $5.50Cq8.00.
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In most other places, the conflict geieetion of seed, have of late years
well as the other fine,
Meco
a,
auoi
school
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and
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that
between the boys
production
sldlKS- cotton.-- '
i
thorities would have led to an open corn uer acre can be doubled and tre-- i ,ve!,lelu
ew York, Lec.
spot
1
j
friends
bled. In wheat, the average producrupture in which parents and
Mid-ewould have taken one side or the oth- - tion is given at 15.4 bushels per acre
Working ten hours each day, the t'0ed quiet, 2d points higher.
gulf,
and likely a prolonged controversy ' as agamst 12.5 bushels per acre ten skilled lace workers in the Notting- - dIn? uplands, $9.45; middling
Potatoes average 106.0, ham, England, lace factories manage 9.70; sales, 25000 bales.
would have ensued that perhaps yars ag0.
might have ended in the resignation bushels per acre, sweet potatoes 92.40 earn from $1.25 to $1.31 a week,
s
have come to light, where some INTERESTING RED
of superintendent and teachers. But bushels per acre; and rice 34.4
worked eighteen '
CROSS SEAL NOTES.
in this case, the boys were appealed els per acre. There are 44,262,006 of the employes
to as Boy Scouts. It was impressed acres in wheat, or an area not quite hours a day and received seven cents, j
s
that of New Mexico; 3,669,-- j One woman who had five little child- - Bits of Information About the Holiday
upon them that the very heart of the
a ren and a consumptive husband, work- or
in
acres
potatoes
Campaign Against Tubercu
Boy Scout movement is discipline, 000
cd from 7 in the morning until 8 in '
losis Now Being Waged.
willingness to obey orders, to do the patch that wouldn't cover
manly thing. The boys were advised the area of Socorro county; 641,000 the evening for five cents. Those arej
Few people have any conception of
by one of the trustees of the local or- acres in sweet potatoes, or an area the conditions in a free trade country
f
that of Santa Fe coun-- and yet, there are Democrats loudly the magnitude of the Red Cross Chris- ganization to apologia, to submit to about
unan
and ty. and 600 000 acres in rice. In other declaiming that protection is
discipline, to return to school
tjan gaj Campaign. The following
take their punishment like men. This words, all the wheat, potato, sweet just tax upon the consumer and should figures will show what a gigantic
aponsneu.
movement tnjs js. Already 85,000,000
appeal had a magical effect. 1 ne noys potato and rice fields and patches 01
went home like soldiers, ceased their the United States could find room in
seals have been printed, and practi1
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.ovem-stilon
had
aeteat
nat Kepimiican
attacks on other boys who
New Mexico and the territory would
cally that entire number distributed
fused to join them, and that same
have 25,000,000 acres for forest her 7, wasn't a defeat after all. It to agents. Probably 15,000,000 more
evening submitted to the conditions reserves, reservations, municipalities was only a slight set back. The Dem- will
needed
Advertising circuocrats managed to get away with five
which permitted them to' return to and other purposes.
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twenstate
of
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.
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over 100.000 The advertising and
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not
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thing, and it is just that idea which
Publicity donated to the campaign
lies behind the Boy,Scoufc itiovement tended for the northwest exclusively, for the loss of the governorship, the WI amount to several hundred
as it was financed by the railroads Republicans would have a right to
Eand do,'ars. Every effort is being
in that section; and so only call November 7 a brilliant victory,
FOR A GREATER SANTA FE.
l)ut fortn t5 sel1 100,000,000 seals, or
:
the northwestern states were repre- one for every man, woman and
about
The great city of Berlin, Germany, sented.
Arizona
Colorado!
this
week
cast
than
less
Before starting,
has set Santa Fe an example in am- was added, and Lieutenant Governor one-hathe vote that did New Mexi- - child in the United States.
bition. The Census Bureau yesterday Fitzgerald of that state became enejeo on November 7, and yet, the result! Where Red Cross Seals Are SoidT
made public statistics which appar- of the party. At Washington, the con-- , was m doubt unofflcialy as long as it, with the exception of Florida,
ently proved that Santa Fe had gone
of southern governors, which was in New Mexico. This is quite jSiana, Oklahoma, Idaho,' Utah and
backward the past ten years and had had convened to discuss immigration natural, considering distances, lack of Nevada Red Cross Seals are on sale
sunk to be the third city in New to the Southern States, was met, and rapid communication and Circumstan- - jn one Q1, more cjtes of every 6tate in
other towns the two parties then traveled together ces, and it is also sufficient answer to the Union and also in Porto Rico and
Mexico with several
crowding it closely even for that place. to Baltimore, and as far as New those Democratic newspapers, who set tke canal Zone. In most of the
If Santa Fe had done as Berlin has York. 'Hon. L. Bradford Prince of, up a howl because the exact result states the snip has hepn nrean'.zed in
just done, annexed its suburbs, as it this city, being in New York, was in - of the New Mexico election was not every city, village and hamlet. Every
had the opportunity, it would today vited to join the party at Baltimore, known an hour after the polls had
conceivable method of conveyance Is
be the second city in New Mexico and and took part in the excursion on closed on November 7.
to local agents, from the.
in
..rj..-J.-iinstead with a loss of almost ten per Chesapeake Bay and the various ex
iwr--'
and Mississippi,
and the
Alabama
cent in ten years, would be credited ercises until the special train left
New Mexico enjoys a certain amount pack-burrin Colorado, to the express
with a growth of twenty per cent. New York on Monday evening. He of
as to the number and
train and the automobile in New
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suburbs
of
its
of
'character
Oklahoma
Indians.
Berlin,
its
by annexing
writes that the exhibition train
even
become the third largest city in the five cars, which displayed all of the has more Indians but there they have York. These holiday seals are
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in
mountain
hamlets,
being
world passing Paris by over a million. products of the northwestern states, assumed the white man's ways. Arion f fo To onrl wiic Knrm hae a fpw thnnennri mnro thsm where the snow will prevent the re.
nrn o lufv
Paris sinks to fourth rank, while
has fifth, Chicago sixth and Vien- visited by thousands of interested this Territory but outside of that no ceipt of returas for montns after tne
'ear'
na seventh place, there being at this persons every day. The Colorado ex- - other state in the Union has quite so11"81 01
What Red Cross
Sea,s Do- time seven cities in the world with hihit ..........
olthmicrh mado hastilv ' wna a'nmnv Red Skins.
.
,J J
.. t il
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jiiverj' ircui ma 1 is suiu m a real uui- more than 2,000,000 people, Berlin be- very attractive one and received much
tuberculosis.
in
let
the
fight against
That dear old Congressional Rec
ing one of the three with more than attention, and indirectly was also an
London is the largest in advertisement for New Mexico on ac- ord is coming again. The New Mexi- - ' These seals last year helped to sup-ca4.000,000.
received six issues all in one Prt thousands of needy tuberculosis
area covering seven hundred square count of the similarity of climate and
patients and to give them a chance
second conditions in the two states.
miles, New York
lump on yesterday's noon mail.
being
for life. They provided for many vislargest with a little more than 300
iting nurses, whose hundred of thousquare miles, Chicago third largest
Wickersham's
General
Attorney
sands visits brought instruction and
with 117,447 acres, Philadelphia com- criticism of the filthy and immoral
cheer to numerous patients.
They
ing next with 81,828 acres and Berlin condition of many jails throughout the
maintain dispensaries in doz- helped
covering only 15,698 acres, or not quite United States i3 a criticism that strikes
.
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seven times the size of Santa Fe.
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many county seats in New Mexico.
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raclnc'
fit
and
The modern jail, sanitary
Silver 55;
tojPrim,e Paper
"Ridiculous!" says Leslies' Week- live in, is still the exception in this Mexican dollars 46; Copper 13.2513.- - consumptive patients received
nt, aid and advice. They provided
T.enrt 4.4ixra
and even those coun-- , km- - Tin 4S.sniffi43.87
ly. "An edict has gone forth from
tne
means t0 purchase millions of
not
do
modern
ties
104
the
the Navy Department prohibiting
4.50; Amalgamated 65; Sugar
possessing
jails
Great Northern 129; j copies of circulars, pamphlets andsale of chewing gum in the stores ol employ the right kind of officials to Atchison 106
Uncle Sam's ships.
"The habit of have jail supervision. The method of New York Central 107; Northern Pa - ;otner literature, with which the pub- nas Deen eaucatea aDout niDercuReadins 1521-2- : South - !110
chewing gum," says Captain W. F. feeding prisoners, and cf placing them cific 118
'
and
Union Pacific 'osis. They have established
Fullam, the instigator of the ban up- in the hand.3 of jailers and guards ern Pacific 112
helped to maintain more than forty
Steel 66
on it, "is decidedly objectionable, that have no conception of modern 1741-4- ;
pfd. 111.
open air schools for the children who
Lead and Spelter.
highly improper and unmilitary." penology, are still relics of medieval
These
The new ruling is, to say the least, practice, that the first state legislaSt. Louis, Mo., Dec. 14. Lead needed open air treatment.
curious, in the light of the fact that ture should make an effort to over- steady, $4.354 37
spelter dull, are just a few of the ways in which
the $300,000 received last year was
the practice of chewing tobacco is in- come with suitable legislation.
$G.156.20.
expended. This year a million dol- Grain and Produce.
dulged in freely on board the ships of
the navy and tobacco allowances are
The compulsory school attendance
Chicago, 111., Dec. 14. Wheat Dec. i iars is needed. Surely anyone can
help by buying at least ten seals,
May 97
regularly issued to the bluejackets law needs enforcement in Santa Fe. 93
Red Cross Seal Jottings.
and marines. Physicians and dentists There are said to be a number of
Corn Dec. 62
May 63
recommend chewing gum as an aid to children not attending school and unOats Dec. 46
Spencer H. Miller, a
May 48
Pork Jan. 15.97
boy of Meridian, Conn. , ' has sold,
digestion and a benefit to the teeth, fortunately, the children needing the
while little can be said in favor of the schools most are the children kepi
Lard Jan. 8.02
50,000 Red Cross Seals,
Ribs Jan. 8.17
chewing of tobacco. If Jack at sea away. Considering its population, tht
establishing a record for individual
will Insist on exercising his jaws up- - j enrollment of the public schools ol
Kansas City Cattle Market.
sales.
.
on something sweet and wholesome Santa Fe, is the lowest of any incorp-whKansas City, Mo., Dec. 14. Cattle
valued at over 100,000 are
Prizes
'
not let him do it?"
orated town in the Territory.
southerns. Market slow, steady. Na- - being given in various parts of the
can nation can command what the
t
people in the United States must
only for flour but also for beef,
for wool, for coffee, it is time that we
bestir ourselves and learn to know a
little more about those nations.

FIRST

Seal.
Ohio is planning to sell 5,000,000
seals; New York City, 3,000,000;
New
"
Brooklyn, 1,000,000;
York, 3,000,000; Wisconsin, 3,000,000;
Illinois, 3,000,000; and several other
state are planning to sell large
amounts.
Red Cross Seals will be sold this
year in Rhode Island by ten automatic vending machines To get a seal
one must drop a penny in the slot.

ng

money-transmitti-

"Did you ever notice," said Walter
Grimes, "how a fellow when he once
gets 'balled up' and says the wrong
thing has a tendency to get in deeper
and deeper?
- "A friend
was first telling me of
his experience in attending a reception in Indianapolis some time ago.
e
an elaboratelv eowned woman sane
f0r the guesta. Her voice wasn't any- thing to brag on, and my friend, who
is very plain, spoken, turned to a
meek looking little man sitting at his
riSht, and asked in a low voice, 'Who
was that old hen who has just
squawked for us?'
" 'That,' replied the man addressed,
'is my wife.'
'Oh,
"My friend gasped.
"She's
your pardon,' he stuttered.
really a rather nice looking woman
and I know she'd sing beautifully if
she had made a better selection of
her music. Who do you suppose ever
wrote a rotten song like that?'
" 'I am the author of the song,' replied the meek looking little man."

R.

J.

PALEN,

President.

J.

B. READ,

L. A. HUGHES,

4

Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

4

How About That Fire Insurance? j

:

:

:

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

j

bush-'Case-

two-third-

I

one-thir- d

j

i

one-hal-

i
St

Think About It!

Change of Heart.
"What did my ma say to you when
you came in?" inquired Johnny to his
friend who had come to tea.
"She said she was very pleased to

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

eee me."
"I'm glad," said Johnny in a relieved
lone. "'Cos she said this morning
she hoped you wouldn't come." Stray

GENERAL
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SANTA FE, N. M.
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MAKES HI3 JOB EASY.
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A Line of Holiday Goods
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O'Brien 'Tis a quare thing about t
cousin 0' mine. Be has a great haul
0' walkin' in his sleep.
O'Toole Ye don't tell me? Can't
he be cured of It, at all?
O'Brien Cured of it? Shure, 'tis
the maktn' of him; he's on the police
torce.
Justifiable

"A painful ordeal."
"Yes; I feel morally certain that he
la going to borrow at least fifty dol-

lars."

t
t-
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CAPES
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DRY GOODS

SEUGiKAN

THE PALACE
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"

Highly Imaginative.'
"Dibble Is one of the most imaginative persons I ever saw."
"Why do you say that?"
"He can. loaf Tn a hotel lobby and
Imagine he's a tourist."

1'.:

--

' 6a.

I

n

'i

.

Apprehension.

last night, and today
have seen the girl's father."
"1 proposed

;

CO.

;

umrip
nu LLO

AND

I

MONTEZUMA

j

2

single-hande-

y

PITZ
Beautiful Decorated China

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET

FURNITURE

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Now

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PAINTING

All Work Guaranteed.

NEATLY DONE

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Large Sample Rooms.

Phcne. Red IIS

NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP
MRS. R. LOPEZ.
Shampooing
Manicuring
Hair Dressing Massaging
Chiropody.
pront Room Over F. Andrews' Store

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day

& Night.

Furnished rooms in connection;

I

Exceptional Bargains in
See our line of genuine Russia Seal Traveling Bags

Regular Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.

::

::

222 San Francisco Street

REDUCTION SA
Sterling Silver Picture Frames $1.00 up

Under the Same Management.

MAKERS.

n

G.

Electric Lights

Ll'?E

HERRERA,

IP

Prop

I

Stationery Sets

Brass Candelabras

Sterling Silver Toilet Sets, Stamp Cases, Paper Cutters,
C
All Sizes and Prices
Jewel Cases,
ji
,

Any Man would be pleased to receive such a gift.

J)
:1

v:

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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S TRUST CO.

UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

C

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

B.

lAUGHUH, President
W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

Incorporated 1903.

I8S6.

i

EVERYBODY
Can be please by a selection from
- OUR HOLIDAY LINES
-:-

:-

L. Bishop ii confined to bis
room with a bad cold.
,
Assessor A. B. Baca and James Baca
are up from Socorro.
Dr. C. S. Losey came over from
Las Vegas last evening.
District Attorney-Elec- t
H. B. Hamilton left today for his home at Carri-zozo- ,
Lincoln county.
W. D. Shea of the Denver & Rio
Grande railroad, went to Estancia
yesterday afternoon.
F. F. Roose, of Denver, an organiz
er of the Fraternal Union of America,
is a guest at the Palace.
Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark spent yesterday la
Albuquerque on private business.
Attorney T. D. Lieb. of Raton, elect
ed judge of the district court on the
Democratic ticket, is a guest at the
Montezuma.
Jose S. Beem left yesterday for
Santa Fe on a business trip. He will
return here about December 20. Albuquerque Herald.
J. Porter Jones, of Albuquerque, formerly deputy coal oil inspector, and
reading clerk of ths legislative council, is stopping at the Montezuma.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, of Las Ve
gas, the well known historian of Xew

ELK'S THEATRE
Tuesday, Dec. 19th

Fancy Handle Umbrellas

Bath Robes

Anew lot just unpacked,

PRESENTS

i;
il

CECIL LEAN and

i

Fancy Vests

Neckwear for

The real swell patterns

FLORENCE H0LBR00K

Ladies and Gents

In the Stupendous Musical
Comedy Success,

ii
il

SEIG

ii

i

nnMP&NY
UUllll mi I

P.

0. Box, 219.

:

:

j

1

Phone 36

:

With a Company of
75 People 75

the Authors of

"THREE TWINS" and

Book by Chas. Dickson,
Lyrics by Otto Hauerbach,

Music by Karl Hoschna.
AUGMENTED ORCHESTRA.

is a
This company
asking odds from none for
reputation and unique talent. The
production Is a complete and perfect
The music
expression of stage-crafrow hum happily and the
lays and days after.
NOTE

r,

t.

;

iale Fischer Drug Store
mber 15th.
,2

it?
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CO.

re Prices are

est for 5afe
A. Rcss PROTECTORS we
sell are washable.

uu

ied one ?

i

Come and see

them.

Were

&BffiS0

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
.

License Numbers,
"

-6M7.
Day or Nfefit
Next Door to Postoff ice. n

1

c

l!

NO i

We Mention a Few Below of Our Big Stock

Solid mission desk and chair the "young fellows"
our leader
Blackboard and Kindergarden desk worth
at
value
left
Solid Oak Rocker worth
5.00 to
value
all steel and rubber tires
Baby
made last lite time
Boys Automobile with chain gear
made special
Reversible Sulky
hickory tongue
Leather, tapestry and velvet hand bags many handsome
to 7.50
designs bought specially for the high class trade prices
to
new folding plans
Music
to 3.00
Smoker Sets
to
the
for
gentlemen
Traveling Sets very suitable
to
Brush Sets

to

$8.00 to $10.00

to

I0cto50c

.

to

to $17.50

the

to

store
the
cost surprises
out
Silverware
Rogers
the
fcr
hcire.
one wishing to send silver or bargains for the

I

ablaze with many dazzling and
Our store
suitable and rare.

up-to-d-

gifts

ate

,

8

4

8

8

8

o

c

on

8

FURNITURE

THE

j

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

2

2

List Your Property
With Us.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

If so

let us
Have your

Carriage

Turkey order
Early.

Automobile

SIGN PAINTING

Santa

pi

Abstract,

Critic WirV

I

H.

S.

KAlliiE

6

CO

P.

MS.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

ON THE LAMP-I- TS

W. UNDHARDT,

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

3
(2 r

Q.

I!
I!

4

i!

i

n ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
o
:L'SLl right where you are using it. It saves your light
THE EVES. Our display rooms are open for your
and
have the finest line

Vou pay for. ,n i'
inspection, ar, i we

LL

4. fl

C51

a

tne iaea that

""""

they

SAPJTA

that are both

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO

I

Phone, I JO Red.

'miT

the great

1

Christmas

MULLIGAN & RISING,

stores

articles that

4

THE GIFT STORE Turkey?
H. C. YONTZ,

department

Many

c

THANKSGIVING

Reuable Jeweler

"gift" stock.

c

With
That

are

all our suitable

We Cannot

large
display
Mexico, is a guest at the Palace. He
has just returned from a two weeks'
choice
of
do not carry
you may find here
variety
trip to Chicago.
Forest Assistant Elmer Marsh left
last night for the reunion of the Yale
forest school at New Haven, which
will take place December 20, and 21.
Albuquerquo Herald.
Mrs. A. G. Chapman, assistant oil
-$4.00
inspector, left the city yesterday for
Socorro and Espanola on business
1.50
$2.50
connected with her department. She
. 500
-one
will return tomorrow.
$7.50
big
Mr. Stephenson, formeny or Alamo7.00
Go-Car- ts
good
Doll
sa, is in Santa Fe negotiating for
10.00
the erection of a new garage to be
well
located on Don Caspar avenue oppo2.65
well
solid
site the Closson livery barn.
R. E. Williams, advance agont for
the "Lion and the Mouse" Company,
1.00
is at the Montezuma. The popular at-3.00
1.25
traction will be seen on the night of
Rolls
January 12 at the Elks' theater.
----1.25
Charles B. Barker, mineral inspec-- '
7.00
2.50
tor for the General Land Office, will
return tomorrow from the Gallup
5.00
2.00
Comb &
coal fields, where he has been for the
2.50
1.00
past week engaged in official business.
W. F. Reed, formerly of Santa Fe,
whose home is now in Albuquerque,
wife for
and who is interested in the Seven
Lakes oil field, came up from Albu2.50
35c
one would
well
Box
querque last night and is stopping at
the Palace.
in
Miss Carolyn Lee, who was in San10c
ta Fe to the reception at the execu1.25
1.00
Neck
tive mansion last week, has returned
to her home, at Kansas City after
1.25
Kid Gloves
visiting the Misses Cunningham at
10c
Las Vegas.
,
H.
Scheer
and
George
Volney
of the circulation department of
the Denver Post, are in the city ori
of
no
business connected with the newspaare
they
per
40.00
represent. They
stopping
15.00
New York
in
One
at the Palace.
A. R. Marwick, general secretary
of the Y. M. C. A., expects to go to
for
in
below
will close
1847
Santa Fe Saturday and will occupy
the pulpit of the First Metfiot'ist
crre in need
church In the Ancient City Sunday.
Las Vegas Optic.
John Kerr, assistant district foresis
ter, whose home and headquarters
are In Albuquerque, is visiting
friends here. He came in from Tres
Piedras yesterday, afternoon and will
return to Albuquerque tonight.
A telephone message from Edward
L. Safford, clerk of the district court,
says that Judge John R. McFie, District Attqrney E. C. Abbot, George W.
Arroijo, Mrs. McNitt, official stenog
Home of Society Floss
Home of Royal Tailors
Home of Victor Phonographs
rapher, and hlmselr would return
from Estancia tomorrow.
Colonel W. H. Woodford and his
wife of Owensboro, Kentucky, are registered at the Palace. The Colonel is SCALPING WAS RULE IN
an old Kentuckian but says he is goGRAIN PIT AT CHICAGO.
ing to settle down somewhere in New
AND RUGS ARE A DELIGHT,
Mexico. Just where, he has not decidnscd Wire to New Mexican)
CARPETS
ed as yet but thinks Santa Fe i3 about (By Special 111., Dec. 14. It was
mainChicago,
YES, A NECESSITY, IN WINTER !
the best he has seen since he left ly a scalping market today in wheat
"Old Kentuck."
"Just looking the The opening was a shade to
c
place over," he explains.
We have a splendid new assortment of Axminster and Wilton
to
lower.
May started at 97
'
and then fell to 97
Alfonso R. rallied to 97
Augustine J. Boars,
Rugs which will give your home an air oi comfort that cannot
Bours, Manuel De S. Palomares, Igna-ci- Tne close was steady with May 97
be had in any other way. Sea also our selection of Bird's Eye
De S. Palomares and Ramon J.
net.
a loss of
Maple Fumiture and beautiful Circassian Walnut Bed rcom
Scattered selling made corn easy.
Salido, all from Almes, Sonora, Mexi- Suits, which every housewife should see before purchasing
co, passed through El Paso Monday May opened unchanged to
highmore furniture. We have also some fine Pope-Slossany
to 63
on their way to Santa Fe, N. M. to er at 63
and declined to
which you will need for your Christmas dinner and
Chinaware
attend St. Michael's College. The3e 63
Closing figures were easy at
And
the price will be right, too.
parties.
for May, a decline of
young men are under the charge of 63
from
last
who showed
night.
Augustine J. Bours,
AKERS-WAGNEAND
R
Oats sagged owing to absence of
them the sights of El Paso before go- ing to Santa Fe to take up their col-- demand. May started unchanged to
to 49
at 49
j a shade lower
lege work. El Paso Herald.
The old friends of A. F. Bandelier. and descended to 48
Statements that foreign supplies oi
will be glad to learn that he has fully
Situ
recovered his eyesight, and has been hogs were larger than expected, dewere
sales
First
engaged iy the Carnegie Institute at pressed provisions.
21-to 71-2- c
down with May 16 for
Washington, to devote four years to
special branches of historical study pork; 9.271-- to 9.30 for lard and 8.5C
connected with Mexico and the set- for ribs.
tlement of the great southwest. Mrs.
Bandelier will take part in this work.
They will leave New York this week
by steamer for Vera Cruz and from
HRANIK
a
there will proceed to the City of Mexirrai
jjbuicsi ash yonr
lXttiitond
t'ttlehctcro
ico. It is possible that they will visit
I'ltln in Hd ftmt Hold mcnlllcVV
boxes, tealed with Blue
Santa Fe next fall.
ri bLo no other. Buy of your V
That the roads between here and
lAUONf i:iAM 11 LI., A. for aK
years known ns Best, Safest, Always Relianle
Santa Fe are
fine condition was
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
th statements made today by R. R. '
Pollock of this city, who yesterday
drove his big Cadillac to the Ancient XXXXXXXXXXXXXfcSX
Fe
City and back, just to show Mr. Pol
Realty & Insurance Agency
lock, senior, the old cnurch. Mr. Pol
&
Phone Black No. 229 Residence
Phone Black No. 52
lock started at 9:40 yesterday morn
to
drove
Santa Fe at a leisurely
ing,
PAINTING
gait, spent two hours in the capital
and returned here at 7 o'clock. "The
sandy roads are very firm and good,"
he said this morning, "and we experEtched desk set beavy brass complete $8.0)
A
ienced no Toad trouble at all. We
Hammered desk set heavy copper complete 6.09
stopped several times on the
way,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
and enjoyed the trip very much. AV
::
Also letter holders, rocking blotters, paper knives.
r
buquerque Herald.
PAUL
LACASSAGNE
Santa Fe.
125 Palace
305 San Francisco Street.
If you want anything on earth trj
' New Mexico
Avenue.
ft Want ad i
tha New Mexlcaft
3-- 4

Satisfied

always as low as the lowest.

A. MUGLER

i

You

EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARQE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
Pay us a, visit ere making your selection. Our prices

MISS

ing

l--

Quality.

.

our store and display counters so as to
make your shopping a pleasure and convenience.
re-arrang-

SEE THEM AT

horn, greatest invention
Victor Victrolo phonographs,
price Santa Fe or
age,

"MADAME SHERRY."

FOR RENT
HOUSES

As Xmas draws near we are working day and night

and Dress Shapes.

Hog-gatt-

Original New York, Chicago and
Boston Production.
BY

NoveltyFancyFeathers

big value
Imported Kazan
selected especially for Xmas
chaste
and
beautiful
Pictures

BRIGHT EYEQ

i
iit

Sensible Gift Suggestions

THOSE

the
Marquisette Dress Patterns a beautiful gift
like
a
selected
gift any
paper
Fancy
great variety
Imported Linen handkerchiefs
work
for
Handkerchiefs
Art
fancy
Scarfs
Large Fancy Silk

i!

il

Discount

PACE FIVE

Military Brush Sets

JOS. M. GAITES

1

House Coats

J 25

PERSONAL MENTION

M.

on
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are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than
anything you can get.

WATER
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LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
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ft. DEDMAN,

J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M..

Superintendent.

F, M. WILLIAMS,
Q. P. Agent,

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
Prnm

GZtnia
1 C
ici Pf

To

E1

Paso' B'sbee. Douglass

andaH pojnts ir New Mexico,

Arizona, Mexico and to thePacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence

THE

EAST

BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX

a- - F- - &

P. Azent,
El Paso Texas

Rates, j

Holiday

DENVER & RIO GRANDE

R.R.

Stations on its Lines,

1, 1912

Return Limit, January 3, 1912.
New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSYELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment an "Distinguished
tion." Arm officers detailed by War
Department.

Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location ot any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3uu
feet above sea level, sunshine every
flay, but little rain or snow during tbe
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
'
furnished, heated,, lighted and modem
all reipects.

best and the most recent
models.
One of her most important sources
of knowledge is a woman friend who
lives in Pari
She keeps her informed as to the latest Parisian creations,
as well as regarding coming fads.
Every gown that Miss DeWolfe
wears on the stage is the best obtainable and in strict accordance with the
period.
ly the very

Superintendent

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
Williams

B. P.
r have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind o a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to glv prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
AT 110 SAN FRANCISCO ST,!

Santa He, N.

6

G. W. PR1CHARD

Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practice in all the District Court'
and gives special attention to casea
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bik, Santa Fa. N. ?L
C. W. Q, WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas.

New Mexico.

HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Special t.t

Practice in all the Courts and Be
' BEST ON EARTH"
This Is the verdict of R. J. Howell, fore the Interior Department.
Taos,
New Mexico.
Tracey, O., who bought
Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for his
H. L. ORTIZ,
wife. "Her case was the worst 1
and counseTTor-at-LaAttorney
have ever seen, and looked line a
before all the courts iq
sure case of consumption.
Her lungs thePracticing
Territory.
were sore and she coughed almost
Santa Fe
New Mexico
incessantly and her voice was hoarse
and weak. Foley's Honey and Tar
PROBERT & COMPANY
Compound brought relief at once and
'
Investments
less than three bottte3 effected a comLai ris, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
plete cure." Sold by all druggists. - Money Loaned
for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Merchandise.
Retail Lumber Yard
and other Busineos
Opportunities
throughout Tao-- i county.
Bank References Furnished

base ball song is also as popular in
ita peculiar line, "He's a Fan, Fan.
Fan." Another real novelty is the
barnyard fowl song hit "I'll Be YouT
In this number the
Chanticleer."
chorus is dressed to represent barn
yard fowls and gives a characteristic
barnyard dance. "Bright Eyes" will
be seen at the Elks' theater Tuesday
December 19th. An augmented
or
chestra will be used during the engagement here.

. .

-

Taos,

J.

DR.

New Mexico.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone. 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
v

x

The n'.ost notable mail publication
of the year is tbs large geologic map
of North America just i.-.ue-d
by the

United States Geological Survey. It
represents an exceptional type of engraving ar.d lithographic color work
and is printed in four sheets which
fitted together and mounted make a
T.ap G feet 5 inches high by 5 feet
wide, the largest piece of work ever
issued by the Survey. The scalo is 1
to 5,000,000, or SO miles to tho inch,
and the plan of projection is in harmony with the universal world map on
a scale of 1 to 1,000,000, in that it
shews the units of publication of ths
world map, each of which embraces
four degrees of latitude and six degrees of longitude.
Each Sheet Printed Fourteen Times.
The color scheme of the map is a
striking one. In all there are 42 color
distinctions, varying, from a brilliant
red to pale tints approaching white.
These were produced by 14 separate
printings from lithographic stones, re
quiring in many places two or three
cctnbi nations of color to produce the fliffrinrHrm a fail hn .Anil nn.l 4k. mn.i
desiied effects. If the weight of paper can be llRprl fnr ilotoilod cfnilv limltori
and heavy stones lifted back and forth only by the scale. When it is used as
in the printing of this job were to be a wall map the regions illustrating
computed it would run into the hun- j different types of geology stand out
dreds of tons. The accuracy cf the boldly. The great Canadian shield of
register," or fitting together cf the j
rocks is represented by
co'cr blocks in small arc-a- throughout a subdued color in a pattern simulat
the map is remarkable. The work ing crystalline
texture., Parallel
was done in the Survey's own engrav- bands of darker colors from New
and
and
is
ing
be Brunswick to Alabama mark - the
it
printing plant,
lieved that there are few if any other trend of the Appalachians, while the
establishments in the United States broad area of blue and gray colors to
capable of turning out such a produc the west represent the coal fields of
tion. The 42 color distinctions lepre- - the interior, and a
fringe of yellow
t
as many divisions of rock strata. colors to the east and south repreTmis the rocka of seven divisions of sents the Coastal Plain sediments. A
the Paleozoic era are each represent- brilliant vermillion
coloring over much
ed by a color, besides three separate of the western nart of the enntinpnt
co.crs for undifferentiated rocks, and from Alaska to Central America strik
Lhere are other colors for the divis- ingly
portrays the volcanic activity in
ions of the Mesozoic, the Tertiary, this region during the
Tertiary period,
and the Quaternary.
and the broad area of green and yel; The
coloring of the map is both low in the Middle West marks the
elective and pleasing. The scheme is last stages of deposition of sediments
systematic in that the colon range in in the interior sea which covered
prismatic order from yellow in the that part of North America in Cretacupper portion of the geologic column eous time and in the continental dethrough greens, blues, and purples to pressions in Tertiary time, including
pinks and browns at the base.; The many of the great coal .deposits of tho
colors for the igneous rocks, both Plu- public domain." ..
rj'...;.;.(.
tonic and volcanic, are mostly
The map embodies all the available
tright
red. Viewed as a wall map, the map
manuof North America shows only the published data and unpublished
script maps in the offices of the Sur
larger geologic units, as the smaller vey and corrections from
geologists in
divisions are represented by different ail
of the country, based on a
parts
shades and tints of the same or close- former
geologic roan of North Amerl.
ly allied colors which are indisting- - ca,
published by the Survey in' 1906.
uisnaDie at a moderate distance. ,
in
with the Canadian and
Valuable for Detailed Studv.
Mexican geological surveys, t for the
Viewed close at hand these minor
International Geologic Congress which
assembled in the City of Mexico in
that year. As an example of the interest taken in the publication of the
19 totereBual aiid
should kanw
Wi
present map;' it may be stated that imabout the wonderful
LM)fc
EVniA MARVEL WhillinnfinMaa
portant
corrections to. the map of 190
'i'La Dew Taslnnt tyrg
the' Survey from a
Best ii ott conTon- - were received-b11 citsuiftem
leading geologist of France.
8old at Cost of Paper and Printing,
U fcrODrdrnptrtttforO
cannot sumuv thu
Not Only.will the troolriirta man nf
Jfi
a
accept no
hv
other, bm anna itamn for
North America be Indispensable as n
Ultutnited book sonic), u
wall map in colleges - and,, "schools
4 lct tS4 Street. SiKW I ut S.
wnere geology 13 taught, but each

If

,;
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COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Pbone I M Red
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Attorneys-at-La-

se-n-

address:

and

a,

i

;

-

District

Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Banta Fe.
New Mexicb

Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Eatley
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Attcrneya at Law.
Practice in the courts and befort
Because he sold cartridges to the
nine year old son of Mrs. Florence Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Jones M. K. Myers, a hardware dealer at Colorado Springs, has been sued Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Estan-ciN. M.
for 120,000 damages by the mother,
the boy having accidentally shot himMcKEAN & CHEETHAM,
self.

s

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres
W. O. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretory,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated

Practice in the

SUED BECAUSE HE SOLD
CARTRIDGES TO BOY.

I

also Jan.

-

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

RESIDENCE,

SELLING DATES:

i

'

tip-

Colcrs Shown 0:1 Criait cf
Continent Issued ty U. S.
Survey.

One Fare for the Round Trip Between

in

scales are being installed at the

ple this week and a portion of the
The machinery for the
machinery.
power house is on the road and will
be ready for placing before the close
of the year. There are also under
contemplation
plans for several additional buildings to the ones now
under construction, such as new machine shops, blacksmith shops and
several minor buildings.
The camp
now presents the liveliest aspect of
any in its history and will double its
present population before the middle
of spring.
F. E. Wilkinson came down from
the Baldy mining district yesterday
and is making a short visit on busi
ness in Raton. Mining operations in
that vicinity, he reports, as being
very active, even during the present
severe winter season, with prospects
ot great things brewing for the coming spring and summer. The rehabilitation of this productive mining region is confidently
prophesied and
expected by every denizen
of the
diggings, where
several valuable
strikes have been made during the
past few months.

Fcrty-tw- o

PUBLISHES RATE OF

Dec. 23, 24, 25,39 and 31,1911;

....

NEW MAP OF NORTH
AMERICA PUBLISHED

Account of the Christinas and New
Years Holidays, the

All

(Raton Range.)
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Although the present siege of inAttorney-at-Laclement
on
weather
has
a
put damper
Florence Holbrook's song number,
Santa Fe,
New Vuxjce
much
progress being accomplished on
"Airs. Casey," in Jos. M. Gaites stunew improvement work
at
musical
pendous
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
comedy success, the
"Bright Eyes," is one of the novelty Yankee, the new tipple, power house,
Attorneys-.i- t Lav
song hits of the piece and she receiv- store house and mile incline are proPractice in Lie Distri t Court at
towards
completion
ed no less than six to eight encores gressing steadily
irell as before the Supreme Court m
at each performance.
Cecil Lean's and, it is confidently expected, will the territory.
be in full operation by the middle of Las
Cruces.
New Mexico.
February or the first of March. The
"Brigt Eyes."

Apparently Dead May

American- Civic Association.
Mr. Eshelman was speaking of ths
benefits of modern street lighting in
American cities, and he declared that
a "Bright White Way" in any city wan
the forerunner of business prosperity.
Civic price and civic competition, he
id, were largely responsible for thu
increase in ornamental lighting sys
tems in the cities.
Well lighted streets, said Mr. Esiiel
man, not only had an advertising value
to a city, indicating prosperity and
progressive spirit, but a benefit in dollars and cents could be traced to Lhem
directly.
Mr. Eshelman cited instances where
a city block, apparently dead, was re- vided to a live businesj thoroughfar
of heavy traffic when private? enter
prise provided the illumination.
Modern lighting on city streets, Mr.
Eshelman said was. sure to enhance
the value of property, because the
valuo. of hnsinpps nronprtv was fixed
only by the amount and kind of traf-fic which passes it. He explained the
common condition of one side of a
street being deserted and another side
busy, as being due to the superior illuminations on the busy side.
"Practically any street directly tributary to a business thoroughfare can
bp. fully doubled in value by installation of spectacular lighting," said he.
"Lighting the entire business section
o a city increased values by increasing traffic, not only from the city itself but from the surrounding country
and towns. Good light increases the
value ot residential streets. Good
street lighting more than any other
thing gives to a city an air of progres-sivenes- s
and prosperity."
Mr. Eshelman condemned the system of not lighting city streets after
midnight or on nights when there is a
moon es a fallacy. He described many
systems of ornamental lighting which
are cow in ue in Indianapolis, Pueblo ar.d other cities with success.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Colfax County.

-

--t mft ' '
.. .
,
K.
P.
A
s.
W.
North
atOoltax
with
and South."::
..JOonsSci
Ity. train both
SStage for Van HouteD N', M, rioet! trains at Preston N.IM.I
N',
M..
Purlt.
M
Ute
N
KlizubetatQ-vsifor
leaves
9:00
..
a. m, dally eascep
at
Stage
tindays, Kare U uu one way $3.60
trip: fifty pound basraiuo carried free.
A S train loaves Dm Moines S, Mfor the south at 11:11 p. m. arrlvei from tb
tti at US a. m
.

Players

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

MINES AND MINING

Washington, D. C, Dec. 14. "A well
dressed city, like a well dressed man
commands attention and respect," declared C. L. Eshelman of Cleveland.
O., today in an address before the

r

820
f,v
Ar

Ways

AND
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Thus Become Lively in a
Short Time.

....

9 05

SANTA FE, N. M.

Wardrobe.
A Well Dressed Town, Like a Mis3 Vivian DeWolfc, leading wom
1 he
an of
Clansman
company,
Well Dressed Man, Comwhich will appear in this city on Mon
day at the Elks, always prides hermands Attention
self on her
wardrobe. She
keeps in touch with the latest fash
BRIGHT WHITE WAY WILL PAY ions, and her clothes are consequent- -

(Mead Up)

1910

Lv..De Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumaido
Dedmaa
IJapultn

0
4
11
16
20
25
81
42

UP THE

CII1 STREETS

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, Tat
STATIONS

(Kuatl Down)

I

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES

p

i. k

Rochi

St, Louis

NEW MEXICAN,

i

Every Women

.

y

M

'V--

..

Phone, 237 Black

'

OFFICE HOURS,

1

to 3 P.

W. M. SHERIDAN,

M.

H.

D

Genito urinary Diseases.

THE WASSERMAN & NOQUCH'
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

JhJ

'

fp

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given op
application.
State

Nat. Bank Bitty., Albuquerque

M

N

DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist.

student will desire a copy for

the
study of broader problems in areal
and regional geology and will wish to
carry a folded copy on railroad trips
across the continent.
This map is now on sale by the
United States .Geological Survey at
the nominal price of 75 cents each. II
i3 safe to assume
that any private
map publishing house would charge
?5 to $10 a copy for such a map.

Hotel Arrivals.

'
I

New Motor

Car Arrives Bronson
M. Cutting's new. Maxwell runabout
arrived today. It is the 1912 model
and a beauty.
.

"''ffiS

New
Mexican
comPrinting
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially tor the nse ot Ju
tices of the peace. They are especial,
ly ruled,
with printed headings, la
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and dur
ably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
Index in front and the fees ot Justice!
of the peace and constables
printed
in full on tbe Hirst page. The
pages
Combined Civil and Crln ln.-- J .. 4 OA
are 10
inches. These books an
made up in clvU and criminal dockets,
separate of 31 pages each, or with
both civil, and criminal bound la on
book, 80 paaes civil and 320 i pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
12.78
For 45 cents t4i'tonal tor a single
docket, or 5S cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Gash in
full must accompany
order. . Btau
plainly whether
English or Spanish
.
printed heading is wanted.

Palace..
Mrs. W. A. Kinsey, San Francisco,
Arthur Kinsey, San Francisco.
F. F. Roose, Denver. John Kerr Alhufinera-je- .
Miss Maria Baca, Las Vegas.
George H. Scheer, Denver.
Volney Hoggatt, Denver.
W. H. Woodford, Owensboro.
Mrs. Allen G. Woodord, Owensboro.
C. S. Losey, Las Vegas.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
Captain Fornoff, City.
Emil James, San Marcial.
J. W, Loney, Chicago.
S D. Fuller, Kansas City.
W. K, Reed, Albuquerque.
Mrs. M. Bell, Las Vegas.
A. B. Hay ward, Chicago.
W. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
'
Montezuma.
Horace J. Halley, Denver.
J.- - O.
Campbell, Denver.
R. E. Williams, Los Angeles.
J. S. Davis, Chicago.
M.-Sneleven Chicago
F, Butter, Denver.
W. B. Patrich, Denver.
"

.

B.

D.-

-

Arthur, Cincinnati.

Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Washington
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
2 lo 4
p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

RHEUMATISM
STOMACH TROUBLES

KIDNEY AILMENTS

FA Y WOOD
HOT SPRINGS

It cures, and you remain cured,
we know, and you will if you try it
Conceded the greatest kidney water
on earth.
Why not visit Faywood Hot Springs
first, since' you will - eventually go
there anyway? "
Hotel.
Perfect
Large Modern
Climate. Booklet
T. C. McDERMOTT,

;

J. Porter Jones, Albuquerque. J. A. Garcia, Conejos, Colo.
J. J. Espinosa, Del Norte; Colo.
Lina Toscumittu, Del Norte, Colo.
'
F. M. Ferris, Salt Lake City.
'
!
B.
York
E.
City.
Crawford, New
"' ,
T, D. Lieb, Raton.
;:r ;; Coronado.
Sam Romero, Namhe.
3. M. Hartley, City,
A. B. Baca, Socorro.
James Baca, City.'
George Mignardot, City.
Have you urniehecr Rooms to RentT
S. A. Burdesson, City.
A little campaign Want advertising
TO CURE A COU) IN ONE DAY.'
in the New Mexican will keep the InLAXATIVR BROMO Quinine
Take
come from your furnished rooma from
The classified columns are Tablets Druggist refund none U it
lapsing:.
to cure. E. w. GKOVBJ'S signaalways looked up closely and It will falls
ture Is on each bar, 26c.
pay you well to nse them.
'
-v. ;
,

.

-

"The Faywood," Faywood, N.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

..............

--

.

--

2, '

M.

-

Prom

nn tin

"

.

-

v.i 1 no
Meets Both North South
"
Bounds Trains.
Da

a

a

Leaves Barranca on wa arrival or
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p, m.
Ten mils shorter than any other
way. Good covered- - hacks and good
teams. Fare SS.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial man to take In
the surrounding towns.': Wire Embudo

eniMi

-
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OAL SALE

11

December

16

New Shipment of Mexican Lace in this Sale. New Baskets.

This Week is your last chance at such BARGAINS.

OPEN EVENINGS

-

See Us Before Buying Elsewhere.

You Cannot Afford

to Lose This Chance.

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COMPANYe
9C9: Mississippi,

S

HEW MEXICO

I

1,253.

West South Central
kansas, 400; Louisiana,

divison

10,-74-

:

One-Thirteen-

of AH the
Red Skins; in the
United States

th

OMLY TWO STATES EXCEED

5,240.

"
Washington,
16,371.
5,090;
California,
Oregon,
The distribution by geographic divisions of the Indian population of

Pacific division

10,-99-

continental United States at the last
IT three decennial censuses was as follows:

Oklahoma and Arizona Have
More Within Their
Boundaries-

-

Indian population
ision

Geographic divStates,

United

Continental
1900,

1910, 2G5.683;
248,253.

Indian population

isionNew England

237,196;

Geographic

1890,
div-

1910, s,076; 1900,

C, Dec. 14. A pre- 1,600; 1890, 1.445.
liminary statement giving for contiIndian population Geographic divnental" United States the distribution
isionMiddle
Atlantic 1910, J.717;
of the Indian population
by states
7,209.
and territories, as shown by the re- 1900, 6,959; 1890,
Indian population Geographic diturns of the Thirteenth Decennial
North Central 1910,
Census, taken as of April 15, 1910, visionEast
1900, 15,027; 1890, 16,202.
was issued today by Director Durand
Indian population Geographic
of the Bureau of the Census, DepartNorth Central 1910, 41,
ment of Commerce and Labor. The
statistics were prepared under the su- 406; 1900, 42,339; 1890, 46,S?2.
Indian population Geographic divpervision of William C. Hunt, chief
Atlantic 1910, 9,054;
isionSouth
Cenfor
the
in
statistician
population
sus Bureau, and are subject to later 1900, 6,585; 1890, 2,359.
Indian population Geographic divrevision.
South Central 1310. 2,012;
isionEast
In 1910 the Indian population of 1900, 2,590; 1890, 3,396.
continental United Staes was 265,683,
Indian
Geographic divas compared with 237,196 in 1900, and isionWestpopulation
South Central 1910,
248,253 in 1890. According to these
1900, 65,574; 1890, 66,042.
figures there was an increase in the
Indian population Geographic divIndian population from 1900 to 1910 isionMountain 1910, 75,338; 1900,
of 28,487, or 12 per cent as compared
G6.155; 1890, 72,002.
1900 of
with a decrease from 1890
Indian population Geographic
11,057, or 4.5 per cent. The decrease
1910, 32,458; 1900, 30,- In the decade
siiE'pipsrs
D.

Washington,

IA7

Oklaho-

780;

ma, 74,825; Texas, 702.
Mountain
division Montana,
Idaho, 3,488; Wyoming, 1,486;
Colorado, 1,482; New Mexico, 20,573;
Arizona, 29,201; Utah, 3,123; Nevada,

20573JDIAN5

IMPROVEMENTS UNDER
PROCLAMATION PROJECT.

MANY

Ar-

18,-25-

76,-70-

t'

1890-190- 0

Capacity of McMillan Reservoir to Be
Increased 30,000 Acre Feet Two
New Tunnels.
I

Are You Nervous?

i

The
Woman'sTonic

Cardui

Fraternal Societies
MASONIC.
Montezuma
1. A F. & A. M
Regular comma:.!'
cation first. Mor.ii.i
of each month a'
&
.Masonic - Hall
l.o'i-r-N-

What makes you nervous? It is the weakness of your
womanly constitution, which cannot stand the strain of the
hard work you do. As a result, you break down, and ruin
your entire nervous system. Don't keep this up! Take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is made from purely
It acts gently on the womanly organs,
vegetable ingredients.
and helps them to do their proper work. It relieves pain
and restores health, in a natural manner, by going to the
source of the trouble and building up the bodily strength.

Carlsbad, N. M., Dec. 13. Mrs. T.
J Welch died Saturday at the home
of her daughter Mrs. Staples from
pneumonia at the age of sixty. She
had been ill only a few. days. The
funeral will be held as soon as the
sen Wm. Welch can reach Carlsbad
from Seattle. Mrs. Welch was one of
the old settlers here. Her husband
lost his life three years ago in a fire
at Vaughn.
Farmers' Union.
The Farmers' Union at Otis held its
annual meeting Saturday evening and
elected the following officers: W. W.
Galton, president; C. R. Foster,
W. H. Reeves, conductor;
and Henry Tipton secretary and treasurer. The new officers will be installed at the regular meeting December 23d. The former president, W. W.
Slocum retires.
A Spotless Town.
The city authorities of Carlsbad
continue their active work in making
the town spotless in fact. R. M.
Thorne, the street commissioner, has

ARITC

Mrs. Grace Fortner,
This is what she says
nervous, I could not bear
fainting spells, and I lost

of Man, W. Va., took Cardui.
about it: "I was so weak and
to have anyone near me. I had
flesh every day. The first dose
of Cardui helped me. Now, I am entirely cured of the
fainting spells, and I cannot say enough for Cardui, for I
know it saved my life." It is the best tonic for women.
Do you suffer from any of the pains peculiar to women?
Take Cardui. It vill help you. Ask your druggist.

FOR RENT

1w

Furnished raoms

206 GarCeld Ave.

bookFOR SALE A sideboard,
case, extension t;ib!e and a dresser.
Sold cheap if taken at once. Mrs. F.
V. Fanner, 258 Agua Fria Street.
CHAS.

o.

7.30.

II. II. DORMAN.
E. U.NNETf.

WANTED Expert
Stenographer.
Heavy work. Knowledge of Spanish
essential. Must be expert perfect
health. Good salary. The .Tohn Beck
er Co., Belen, N. M.

Sccrota.-y- .

Matter

Ssnia Fe Chapter
1, R.

A. JI.

No.

Regiiliir

convocation second
Monday of each nionta
at Masonic Hall a'
7:30 p. m.
FOR SALE Texttcok on Paragon
JOHN H. WALKER.
Shorthand. Learned in one week.
II. P,
Writers in government employ. Can ARTHUR
S.EL1GMAM, Secretary.
Price
be learned without a teacher.
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box
I'" ft tjacia l'C (joinrr.ananr
313, City.
(3t)
No. 1, K. T. Ilegiiias
conclave fourth Men
ROOMS FOR RENT One, three,
day in each month a'
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
Maconi'c Hull at 7: 5;I
for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
p. m.
Large, handsome dining room, excepCHAS. A. WKEELOX. E. C.
tionally nice and well suited for W. E. GRIFFIN, itecorder.
boarders.

Santa Fe ixdge oi
TYPEWRITERS.
and he is giving the streets1 constant!
Perfection No. l; Mm
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
N'cv
and
repaired.
Cleaned,
adjusted
SfwfJ
attention. Depressions are constant-- :
degree. Ancient pnd Acfor Special Instructions, and
book,"Homc Treatment for Women." sent Ires. J 50
platens furnished. Ribbons aDd su?
9 '4
ly being filled and after every rain
cepted Scottish Rite r.;
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchange'
the drag is put into service. It has!
Free Masonry meets rn
bauc"c-c- '
makes
Standard
rented.
a"J
also been decided to keep the sprink
the third Monday of each month
All repair work and typewrites gufn at
ling cart going all winter. A dry win7:30 o'clock In the evening la
to the anteed.
IN MEMORIAM
its
tends
Ei
RESOLUTIONS
sympathy
Fe
deepest
Santa
Typewriter
ter followed by spring winds have alMasonic Hall, south
sido of Plaza.
so sadly bereaved. That these change. Phone 231.
OF MRS. CLARIBEL GABLE
family
ways left the streets in bad condition.
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are corresolutions be entered upon our recEy sprinkling the entire year, this
dially Invited to attend.
f
The undersigned committee j
ords; that a copy be sent to the famNotice for Publication.
will be overcome.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
ily of the deceased, and that they be Department of the Interior,
pointed by the Woman's Board
Reclamation Improvements.
Venerable Master
Trade and Library Association "to printed in the Daily New Mexican.
IT. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
The improvements of the Carlsbad
and present resolutions ou
Respectfully submitted,
December 9, 1911. HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
prepare
project undertaken some months ago the death of Mrs. Claribel Gable, reESTHER B. THOMAS.
Secretary.
Notice is hereby given that
T be
pushed as rapidly as pos-- j spectfully submit the following:
ELLEN S. PALEN,
Quintana, of Rowo, N. M-- who,
A ter the work was well under
D. P. O. E.
Committee
made Homestead
WHEREAS, It bas pleased God in
on June 11, 1907,
.. . j jtlon- - was raised by the wa-- all his wise Providence to call from!
Santa Fe Lodfre No.
Section
NE
for
No.
11GU,
04507,
especially to the tunnels to' a life of usefulness Mrs. Claribel Ga-- , BREAK ON PART
4G0, B. P. O. E- - holds
10, Township 1G N, Range 13 E, Mer:
.
'd in spillway number", one
Its regular session cn
OF LAND OFFICE.
ble.
of
intention
filed
notice
has
." . reservoir. The matter wasi RESOLVED, That in the death of . Permitting homesteaders to file on idian,
the secsud ar.d fourth
to esor investigation by the gov-- t Mrs. Claribel Gable our board has lost lands withdrawn from settlement un- to make final five year proof,
cf each
Wednesday
deabove
land
to
the
claim
tablish
!j;..iit. ,.ai a board of engineers a valued member; one who as a char- der the Carey Act, the officials of the
month. Visltic? broilor
before
receiver,
register
scribed,
look into the matter care-- . ter member assisted in its
office
ers are Invitcu 8r.d
at Glenwood U. S. Land
organiza- federal land
'
office, at Santa Fe, N. M.
,
.
welcome.
one who was loyal to all its in-- , Springs, Colorado, are in a quandary
tion;
1912.
on 'he ICth day of January,
i
iek Supervising Engineer terests and zealous in their promo- as how to right the mistake.
CARL A. BI31IOP.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mil, District Engineer W.
D. SENA
Exalted Rule:
tion, until failing health obliged her
N. M.
'
of
Roibal
Rowe,
Crescsncio
"leslgning Engineer Frans to retire from the activities of life.
With the Coming of Middle Age.
(secretary.
M.
N.
of
Manuel Garcia
Fulton,
and Consulting Engineer
RESOLVED, That while humbly There is a letting down in the physi" ley came to Carlsbad and submissive to the Divine will we la- cal forces often shown in annoying
Quintana of Rowe, N. M.
F. W. FARMER
y all week in careful inves- - ment her loss, not only as an earnest and painful kidney and bladder ail- Victor Valencia of Rowe, N. M.
Homestead No.
R.
OTERO,
MANUEL
ugauon oi the plans of the proposed
but as a friend and asso- ments and urinary irregularities.
2373.
tunnels and the location. This board, ciate whose
Register.
and unfailing Foley Kidney Pills are a splendid
Brotherhood
geniality
of
decided that the original plan was
cheerfulness made her always a de- - Tegulating and strengthening medi- American Yeomin
on
tr
satisfactory and the construction of lightful companion.
earth
If you want anything
cine at such a time. Try them. Sold
Meets
Secon'
the tunnels will proceed.
a Want ad iir the New Mcxica
RESOLVED, That this board ex by all druggists.
ard Fourth Thurj
The improvements now under condays, Fireman'i
struction will materially increase the
Hall. II. Foremap,
efficiency of the irrigation works. At
A. E. P. Robinson,
McMillan, the upper reservoir, the
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
embankments will be raised four feet,
Tanner.
increasing the capacity of the reservoir 30,000 acre feet, making the capaSanta Fe Camp
city of the reservoir over 60,000 acre
13514, M. W. A.
feet. In other words this lake will
ineets second Tuesstore enough water to cover the Carlsbad project three feet deep.
day each month, so
cial meeting tUri
THOMAS DIXON'S MASTERPIECE
At Avalon, the diversion reservoir,
two tunnels with a capacity of 16,000
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. VUUng ner..
cubic feet per second will be Installed
i
bors welcome.
in spillway No. 1 by the headgates.
, A. G. WHITHER, Ccfcsul
This is an emergency spillway and
CIlAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
will be so built as to act quickly, the
gates to the tunnels being operated
by power.- - Spillway No. 2 across the
Santa Fe Camp N
river will be built of concrete and
AS? v
CG73, R. N. A. meet
have spilling capacity of 10,000 cubic
fourth Tuesday of
feet per second. Spillway No. 3 is
each
month;
further up and Is of large capacity. It
meeting thirtf
Is estimated that with the
improved
Tuesday at Elks'
spillways the largest nossihle Ann m
Vi s U i n ?
Hall.
the river can be easily handled. The
neighbors wciconit
greatest flood recorded in the Po
NETTIE VICKROy.
river is 84,000 cubic feet per second in
Oracla.
uciouer l04.
FLORENCE RISING.
'The estimated cost of the improveRecorder.
niems now under way is $75,000.
ap-o-
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Jersey, 163;
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a sound and well man;. I can not say
too much in their praise." Sold by
all druggists.
Burned Building a Fire While at
tempting to build a fire in a heating
stove at Naravisa, Quay county, Mrs.
H Y. Hooten "was

burned.

In

badly
South Da-L- i
building the fire she used what she
1.0
.
l!
sbraska, 3,502; Kansas
thought was gerosene, which was
gasoline instead. The flames were
sora !;!;:!! ic division Delaware, blown into her face and Ignited her
:. : ..;!ti..i. '5; District of
burned
She was badly
colthing.
Mi?t, liS; Virfjiuia, 539; West Virginia,
about the face, chest and arms before
v
,
Vfn. ilina, 7,851; South
the flames could be extinguished.
iJi, ccrgla, 95; Florida, 74. Mrs W. B. Smith was burned while
East South Central division Ken- assisting Mrs. Hooten but not
tucky, 234- - Tennessee, 21C; Alabama,
V

311,

rtn

!

6,486;
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Grows hair and we
can prove it
,

Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy, Lustrous and Beautiful Immediately
After a Danderine Hair Cleanse

'

18

ij

fa
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From His Two

The Forum

Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff
A little Danderine now will immediately double
the beauty of your hair No difference how dull,
faded, brittle and scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw it through your hair
taking one small strand at a time. The effect is
immediate and amazing your hair will be light,
fluffy and wavy and have an appearance of abundance; an incomparable lustre, softness and luxu- riance, the beauty and shimmer of true liair health.
Try as you will alter an application of Danderine,
you cannot find a single trace of dandruff or a loose
or falling hair and your scalp will not itch, but
what will please you most will be after a few week's
use when you will actually see new hair, fine and
downy at first yes but really new hair sprouting
all over the scalp.
'
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of ram
It goes right to the
and sunshine are to vegetation.
roots, invigorates and strengthens them. Its
properties cause the hair to grow abundantly long, strong and beautiful.
Get a 2i cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
from any drug store or toilet counter and prove to
that your hair is at pretty
yourself tonight-n- ow
and soft as any that it has been neglected or injured
alt vow surely can,;,
by careless treatment-thathave beautiful hair and lots of it, f you will Just
try little Danderine. Real surprise awaits you..,
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Fammis Novels
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Letter of Aooreciation.
The teachers of northern Mew mv.
lco are unanimous in feelW
rroo
a B.vu.
grauncation over the honors that have
come to our part of the state and the
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

I

(Publisher.).
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Or e at Santa Fe.

1
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through Mrs. George Dixon's prefer-niendurine the recent Stnto
era' Association at Santa Fe.
Our KOOd teacher haa heon untiring
hi ner aevotions as conductor of institutesand in fulfilling the duties of
her present difficult and important
POSUlOn in the S. A. N. 8 anA ado u
t

loved by each student, and tpanhep mh

VV

i
;

'

i

i

.

.

.,

f'r'
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has had the benefit and privilege of
ner excellent instruction.
Mrs. Dixon fully deserves rho fni.
lowing appointments made during the
reueni association and we believe she
haa and Will faithfullv nerfnrm th
duties of the same.
Member of Resolution Committee.
Slat Association.
Member of Educational Council.
Judge of Oratorical State Contest.
Vice-Preside-

j

BY

A FORMER

STUDENT.

Try a New Mexican Want Ad
bring results. .

it

2

Carloads of Scenery

2

Wonderful Electrical Effects
Troop of Cavalry Horses From the Government
Ranch at El Reno.

five-yea-

;

Register.
MEN AND WOMEN
FOR GOVERNMENT

Seats on Sale

at FISCHER'S

Prices

DRUG STORE, Friday Mornin? Dec. 15.

- - - $1.00 and $1.50

N. M.

November 15, 191 J.
Notice is hereby given that Luc'.ano
Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on October IS, 190G, made homestead J0134
No 0788S, for Sri
section 35, town
ship 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
r
final
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver U. S. Land Of.
fice, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 2Gth
day of December, 1911.
Claimant names as wicness:
Eulogio Sandoval, George Lathrop,
Fiilberto Martinez, Francisco Sandoval, all of Lamy, N. M.
MANL'EL OTERO, '

WANTE

POSITIONS.

Free booklet tella about 363,000
protected position in U.S. Civil SerMore than 40,000
vice.
vacancies
lifetime employment
very year,
Easy to get. Jut tk for examinaN 3w Mexico Civil Ser
tion booklet
vice School, Albuquerque,
4C2.

N. M.. Box

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N. M.
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Grocery, Bakery and Market
Carload of Canned Fruits and
Vegetables
Nuts, Raisins, Currants, Citron.

F. Andrews

phone No. 4.

WE RECOMMEND

Phone No.

DP.

Christmas Trees If you wish one
order from Frank F. Gormley ' now.
Phone.
January Prices on all our coats V.
H. Goebel Co.
WANTED Clean
cotton rags-f- our
cents per pound. New Mexican

Pure Maple Syrup

office.

i.

toelection of officers at 8 o'clock
night at the Odd Fellows'
T'icre is a certain amount of satisfaction in being able to look over a
stock cf holiday lines such as you will
find at Nathan Salmon's big store.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, the eye, ear,
nose, and throat specialist of Las
Vegas, will be at the Palace Hotel
Dec. 14th, 15th, and
16th. Hours,
2 to 5 p. m.
Two Weeks' Christmas Vacation
The Christmas recess of the public
schools of Santa Fe will begin December 22 and end January 8, making a
two weeks' vacation.
Statehood Class The class initiated in the Elks hall night before last
will be known as The Statehood Class.
Each member was presented with a
souvenir banner having 48 stars.
Ladies' Aid Society The Ladies'
Aid Society of St. John's
M.
E.
church will meet at the home of Mrs.
F. L. Frazier on Manhattan street on
Friday afternoon at 2:."!0 o'clock sharp.
Interest in Contest There is con- -

siderable interest in the advertising
contest of the New Mexican. Because
of the fact that many business houses
have no street number, this need not
"
be given in the answers.

-"

Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 14.
The weather for New Mexico
js generally fair tonight and
colder in southeast portion.
Friday clear and continued
cold.

WHAT WE HAVE THAT'S NEW
A

BOUND

Get a Salt Brick for your horse and
ccw for Christmas at GOEBELS.
Wanted A girl for general housework. Address X, New Mexican.
Odd Fellows Elect The local lodgn
of Odd Fellows will hold their annual

.

mm
JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

::;:

415

Palace Avenue.

We have them the regular sires and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an
s
variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.
end-les-

" It's the Watch for You."
fj--

V

jiiB

This $48.50 Peninsular Range

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTE

Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

repair-departme-

nt

DAVID LOWITZKI,
JUST RECEIVED

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on

$35.50 During Our Sale Only.

II

3

SI

-

-

.

Club Meeting The Young Peopled
Social Club will meet tomorrow night
with Miss Madeline Mills at the executive mansion.
There are important matters to come up and all members are requested to be present.
Sand Table A sand table is a new
addition to the equipment of the kin
dergarten of the public school. This
is considered to be one of the most
important accessories in the teaching
of contour used by the followers of
Froebel.
Loretto Academy Loretto
Academy will close for the Christmas holidays the evening of December 21 and
will resume the morning of January 3.
Loretto Academy is having some remodeling done on the library and
the girls' recreation room.
Fraternal Union Takes in Members
Santa Fe Lodge No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America, held an initiation
last night in which twenty-fou- r
new
members were added to the thriving
local chapter. Supreme President F.
F. Roose, of Denver, Colo., was present and spoke at length on the progress made by the national organization and the benefits to the local
members. After the initiation a banquet was served that was enjoyed by
a1 present.
The meeting was well attended.
The "Big Store" of Nathan Salmon
is filled to the limit with a line of
Christmas novelties that cannot be
excelled on this side of the Mississippi
river. I ook the stock over.
Interesting Ceremony Sunday A
ceremony, which has never been witnessed in Santa Fe, and which i3 replete with interest, will be held at the
Cathedral of St. Francis at 9:30 a. m.
Sunday, December 17,: when the Rt.
Rev. Antonio Fourchegu, vicar general of the archdiocese will he invested
as a domestic prelate of Pope Pius X.
His Grace, the Most Rev. J. B. Pita-vae
archbishop of Santa Fe will
at the ceremonies. An article
on the significance of the ceremony
will appear in the New Mexican Saturday.
Cold Weather Continues It was
again down to seven degrees above

TO YOU THE

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

l,

On account of the bad
weather we have decided

pro-sid-

to extend the sale all
this week. Sale will positively close Saturday,
December 16th.
We have only one of
these ranges, and we
are pricing it at this low
figure to dispose of it.
If you are in need of a
range here is a bargain.
This Range for Cash Only at This Price.

92....Phone....92

'58 P

1

I

Second-Han-

d

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

PHONE 56 BLACK.

Santa Fe Hardware

SANTA FE, N. M.

&

MARKET

92.. .Phone ,.92

THE

G

STORE

HEN'S HOSIERY
E HAVE a beau
tif ul assortment of
Hosiery for Men who

W!

like to dress their feet
well. New and exclu
sive patterns in smart
effects, swell enough to
please any good dresser.
Come and see our swell
footery.
MEDIUM GRADE HOSIERY

to $L5
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This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

attended with excessive tissue westc, notably ia convalescence from various
people end those who are always " catching cold."
fevers, for
Dr. Pierce's Common Scnc; Modical Adviser is sent on receipt of 31
book of 1008 pages. Address Dr.
stamps for the French
R. V. Pierce, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

one-ce- nt

cloth-boun-

d

zero last night and while this is not
as cold as the sixteen and the seven
below zero temperature reported from
across the mountains on two succes
k
sive nights
at Las Vegas,!
yet, it is cold enough for all practical
and sanitary purposes and for frightening away smallpox and other germs.
The Weather Bureau has withdrawn
its prediction of snow made yesterday for the snow did not appear and
today is clear, but it predicts continued cold and clear weather for tomorrow. The maximum temperature
yesterday was 27 and the minimum
.'
10 degrees.

WOMAN SHOULD PROPOSE
SAYS BOSTON LECTURER.
Before the School of Social Science
at Boston, George Willis Cook, the famous lecturer, declared that women
should propose. He said that modviresty, which, like other
tues, is not a matter of morals at all,
but purely of convention, is no more
characteristic of women than of men,
and he told of instances of where
men even now do the coquetting.

Business Men in Theatricals.
The Chicago Herald of May 8th
said:
It's strange the strides business men have made in The Theatrical business since they began investing in those enterprises. No longer
is it looked upon as hazardous game.
A coterie of solid business mea of
Chicago have organized what is
known as The United Play Company
and have bought the western rights
to a number of the leading dramatic
successes and will present the plays
in the leading cities of the Middle
West and Coast. Some minor towns
will be visited to shorten the jumps

the Board of County Commissioners
of Santa Fe County for the excavation
at the west approach, and the fill at
the east abutment of the new steel
bridge located at Los Cerrillos, N. M.
The approximate quantities are as
follows:, excavation, about 400 cubic
yards, and the fill about 550 cubic
yards.
Bidders are requested to acquaint
themselves with the nature of the material to be moved, and to state in the
proposals the price per cubic yard for
additional work.
Address all bids in a separate envelope, to Mr. I. Sparks, Chairman,

this-wee-

DROPPED THROUGH COVERING
OF ABANDONED WELL.
W. D. Edwards, a clerk at Sliver
City, broke through the covering of an
abandoned well, and plunged into the
icy waters beneath. He was almost
dead when finally discovered and

NOTICE.

"Sealed bids will be received up to
noon of December

12 o'clock

28

I

31

liA

mm

by

.

Board of County Commissioners, Santa Fe, N. M.
The board reserves the right to reject any and all bids.
I. SPARKS,
Chairman.
Santa Fe, Dec. 13th, 1911.

Try a New. Mexican want ad.
.
brings results.

CLARENDON GARDENS
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

STORE

F THFRE IS A MAN ON EARTH who could
not use, and who would not be glad to
a new TIE for a Christmas Gift,
where is he ? We would like to see him.
re-rei-

ve

IT'S ELEGANT
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Being made without alcohol, this " Medical Discovery " helps the stomach to
assimilate the food, thereby curing dyspepsia. It i- - especially adapted to disease

Christmas Neckwear.
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Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

THE BIG

'SU.I911.Ed AV9U

of course, durable and satisfactory in every
way. For cold feet we have wool, camel's
hair, silk and cashmereall grades.
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over-wor-

Phone Black 12.
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The heart is a wonderful double pump, through the
action of which the blood stream is kept sweeping
round and round through the body at the rs'e of seven
miles an hour. " Remember this,
our bodies
k
will not stand the strain of
without good,
pure blood any more than the engine csn run smooth,
ly without oil." After many years of study in the
active practice of medicine, Dr. R. V. Pierce found
that whet, the stomach was out of order, the blood
impure and there were symptoms of general breakdown, a tocic made of the glyceric extract of certain
roots was the best corrective. This he called

AT THE

HAYWARD

SJ3SS3JfJ IJBUIS 0) IS?491UI

.

FLOWERS

Supply Co.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

The Human Heart

;;

FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.
New and

DECEMBER 14, 1911.

THURSDAY,

it's elegant ? T hat is the only word
that covers the state and the only way we can
Yes,

describe our Christmas Neckwear Display;
Every smart, swagger shape, every new pattern in silk, every new kink is here.
Ascots, Bows, Fecks, Puffs, Straight
Ties, Imperials, etc. All are here in new designs.
Four-in-han- ds

OUR NECKWEAR DISPLAY

alone is well worth coming to see.
Whatever is " IT " in Neckwear, we've
got. Regardless of whatever, else, you
may buy him, you can't miss it, if you
buy him a Christmas Tie.

Call and Look Them Over.

K

